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Abstract
Electrocatalysts play an important part on the route towards environmental friendly energy

sources. They support modern technologies like fuel cells in order to move further away

from the utilization of fossil fuels and the resulting CO2 emission into our atmosphere. The

main principle of such energy conversion technologies is to store chemical energy within

chemical bonds and to release it as electric energy to fulfill the energy demand of today’s

society. However, energy conversion chemistry in such technologies requires catalysts in

order to be effective by providing an alternative reaction pathway that lowers activation

energies and maximizes the energy output. Providing suitable catalyst surfaces requires a

fundamental knowledge of the interaction of reactants and reaction intermediates with the

catalyst surfaces. This concern is addressed in this thesis by fabricating specifically tailored

molecular components on metal surfaces, which act as organic/inorganic hybrid electrodes

for various energy conversion reactions in electrocatalysis.

Characterizing the electrode surface is crucial in order to identify active sites of the catalyst.

The molecular structure is investigated by surface sensitive techniques, such as scanning

tunneling microscopy (STM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) in combination

with a home-build transfer system, which enables electrode fabrication in ultra-high vacuum

(UHV) and electrocatalytic experiments in a liquid environment.

A detailed characterization of organic polymer components on electrode surfaces is obtained

by combining experimental data with molecular dynamic (MD) simulations. The morphology

of polymer networks can be successfully mimicked and depending on the chemical composi-

tion and the structure, spatial correlations on short length scales are reported.

Hybrid electrodes with organic polymer co-catalysts reveal an increased catalytic activity for

the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) by providing suitable docking sites that act as catalytic

active sites. Reactants and reaction intermediates are stabilized via hydrogen bonding, which

results in a higher catalytic turnover. The specific designed structure of the organic co-catalyst

helps to identify a fraction of the reaction mechanism and highlights the importance of

molecular components in electrocatalysis.

The utilization of organic units on electrocatalysts provides also an excellent opportunity in

order to use single metal atoms as catalysts. Cobalt atoms within structurally different macro

cycles are tailored and tested as electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR).

Engineering large π-systems has no significant impact on the ORR activity, while the distance

between active sites (cobalt atoms) and the underlying electrode are crucial for enhancing the

catalytic activity.
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Abstract

A significant factor in using molecular components in electrocatalysis is the stability of the

organics. Using electrografting allows to design organic/inorganic hybrid electrodes with

covalent bonds between the molecular component and the metal substrate. Attaching empty

porphyrin molecules to substrates introduces a powerful technique in molecular engineering,

since empty porphyrin cycles can be metallized with various metal centers that can act as

electrocatalysts for different electrochemical reactions.

In summary, this thesis provides multiple engineering aspects, which are useful in designing

molecular components on metal electrodes for energy conversion chemistry. Such hybrid cat-

alyst surfaces are capable of improving the catalytic activity and allow to study the mechanism

of catalytic reactions. Implementing organic components provides new routes for tailoring

novel materials, which deliver new insight into the complex field of electrocatalysis.

Keywords: electrocatalysis, scanning tunneling microscopy, hydrogen evolution reaction,

oxygen reduction reaction, 2D polymer, amorphous.
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Kurzfassung
Elektrokatalysatoren spielen eine wichtige Rolle auf dem Weg zu umweltfreundlichen Ener-

giequellen. Sie unterstützen moderne Technologien wie Brennstoffzellen, um sich weiter

von der Nutzung fossiler Brennstoffe und der daraus resultierenden CO2-Emission in unsere

Atmosphäre zu entfernen. Das Prinzip dieser Technologien beruht auf Energieumwandlung.

Dabei wird Energie in chemischen Bindungen gespeichert und anschließend in der Form

von elektrischer Energie freigegeben. Auf diese Weise kann der Energiebedarf der heutigen

Gesellschaft gedeckt werden. Um die Energieumwandlung innerhalb dieser Technologien

effizient zu gestalten sind Katalysatoren erforderlich. Diese ermöglichen einen alternativen

Reaktionsweg durch Senken der Aktivierungsenergie und Maximierung des Energiegewinns.

Die Herstellung geeigneter Katalysatoroberflächen erfordert grundlegende Kenntnisse über

die Wechselwirkung von Edukten und Reaktionszwischenprodukten mit der Oberfläche des

Katalysators. Diese Thematik wird im Rahmen dieser Dissertation durch die Herstellung

spezifisch entworfener molekularer Komponenten auf Metalloberflächen behandelt. Diese

fungieren als organisch/anorganische Hybridelektroden und werden für verschiedene elek-

trochemische Reaktionen eingesetzt, die von hoher Bedeutung für die Energieumwandlung

sind.

Die Charakterisierung der Elektrodenoberfläche ist entscheidend, um die aktiven Zentren des

Katalysators zu identifizieren. Die Molekülstruktur wird durch oberflächensensitive Techni-

ken wie der Rastertunnelmikroskopie (STM) und der Röntgenphotoelektronenspektroskopie

(XPS) untersucht. Diese werden mit einem selbstgebauten Transfersystem kombiniert, wel-

ches die Herstellung der Elektroden im Ultrahochvakuum (UHV) sowie die Durchführung

elektrokatalytischer Experimente in einer flüssigen Umgebung ermöglicht.

Die Kombination experimenteller Daten mit molekulardynamischen (MD) Simulationen

ermöglicht eine detaillierte Charakterisierung organischer Polymerstrukturen auf Elektro-

denoberflächen. Die Struktur von Polymernetzwerken kann erfolgreich durch theoretische

Berechnungen nachgeahmt werden. Abhängig von der chemischen Zusammensetzung und

strukturellen Eigenschaften treten räumliche Korrelationen auf kurzen Längenskalen auf.

Hybridelektroden mit Co-Katalysatoren aus organischen Polymeren zeigen eine erhöhte kata-

lytische Aktivität für die Wasserstoffentwicklung, indem sie geeignete Andockstellen bereitstel-

len, die als katalytisch aktive Zentren wirken. Edukte und Reaktionszwischenprodukte werden

über Wasserstoffbrücken stabilisiert, was zu einem höheren katalytischen Umsatz führt. Die

spezifisch entworfene Struktur des organischen Co-Katalysators hilft bei der Untersuchung

des Reaktionsmechanismus und unterstreicht die Bedeutung molekularer Komponenten bei
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Kurzfassung

der Elektrokatalyse.

Die Verwendung organischer Einheiten innerhalb der Elektrokatalyse bietet auch eine her-

vorragende Möglichkeit, einzelne Metallatome als Katalysatoren zu verwenden. Kobaltatome

in strukturell unterschiedlichen organischen Makrozyklen werden als Elektrokatalysatoren

für die Sauerstoffreduktionsreaktion (ORR) getestet. Die Entwicklung großer π-Systeme hat

keinen signifikanten Einfluss auf die ORR-Aktivität, während der Abstand zwischen aktiven

Zentren (Kobaltatomen) und der darunter liegenden Elektrode für die Verbesserung der kata-

lytischen Aktivität entscheidend ist.

Ein bedeutender Faktor bei der Verwendung von molekularen Komponenten in der Elek-

trokatalyse ist die Stabilität der organischen Stoffe. Die Verwendung von Elektroreduktion

ermöglicht das Design organisch/anorganischer Hybridelektroden mit kovalenter Bindung

zwischen der molekularen Komponente und dem Metallsubstrat. Derartige Verbindungen

können leere Porphyrinmoleküle an Substrate binden und bieten eine leistungsstarke Her-

stellungsmethode innerhalb der Molekulartechnik. Die leeren Porphyrinmoleküle können

mit diversen Metallzentren gefüllt werden und als Elektrokatalysatoren für verschiedene

elektrochemische Reaktionen eingesetzt werden.

Zusammenfassend bietet diese Dissertation mehrere Ansätze, die beim Entwurf molekula-

rer Komponenten auf Metallelektroden für die Elektrokatalyse nützlich sind. Oberflächen

solcher Hybridkatalysatoren können die katalytische Aktivität verbessern und ermöglichen

die Untersuchung von katalytischen Reaktionsmechanismen. Die Beteiligung organischer

Komponenten ermöglicht die Entwicklung neuartiger Materialien, die bisher unzugängliche

Einblicke in das komplexe Gebiet der Elektrokatalyse gestatten.

Stichwörter: Elektrokatalyse, Rastertunnelmikroskopie, Wasserstoffentwicklung, Sauerstoffre-

duktion, 2D Polymer, amorph.
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Résumé
Les électrocatalyseurs jouent un rôle important sur la voie vers des sources d’énergie res-

pectueuses de l’environnement. Ils soutiennent les technologies modernes comme les piles

à combustible afin de s’éloigner davantage de l’utilisation de combustibles fossiles et par

conséquent de l’émission de CO2 qui en résulte dans notre atmosphère. Le principe fonda-

mental de ces technologies de conversion d’énergie est de stocker l’énergie chimique dans des

liaisons chimiques et de la libérer sous forme d’énergie électrique pour répondre à la demande

énergétique de la société d’aujourd’hui. Cependant, la chimie de conversion d’énergie dans

de telles technologies nécessite des catalyseurs pour être efficace en fournissant une voie de

réaction alternative qui réduit les énergies d’activation et maximise le résultat de la production

d’énergie.

Fournir des surfaces de catalyseur appropriées nécessite une connaissance fondamentale de

l’interaction des réactifs et des intermédiaires de réaction avec les surfaces de catalyseur. Cette

problématique est abordée dans cette thèse en fabriquant des composants moléculaires spéci-

fiquement adaptés sur des surfaces métalliques, qui agissent comme des électrodes hybrides

organiques/inorganiques pour diverses réactions de conversion d’énergie en électrocatalyse.

La caractérisation de la surface de l’électrode est cruciale pour identifier les sites actifs du

catalyseur. La structure moléculaire est étudiée par des techniques sensibles à la surface, telles

que la microscopie scanner à effet tunnel (STM) et la spectroscopie photoélectron à rayons X

(XPS) en combinaison avec un système de transfert maison, qui permet la fabrication d’élec-

trodes dans un vide ultra-poussé (UHV) ainsi que des expérimentations électrocatalytiques

dans un environnement liquide.

Une caractérisation détaillée des composants polymères organiques sur les surfaces d’élec-

trodes est obtenue en combinant des données expérimentales avec des simulations de dy-

namique moléculaire (MD). La morphologie des réseaux de polymères peut être imitée avec

succès et en fonction de la composition chimique et de la structure, des corrélations spatiales

sur des échelles de longueur courte sont signalées.

Des électrodes hybrides avec des co-catalyseurs polymères organiques révèlent une activité

catalytique accrue pour la réaction de dégagement d’hydrogène (HER) en fournissant des sites

d’amarrage appropriés agissant comme des sites catalytiques actifs. Les réactifs et les réactions

intermédiaires sont stabilisés par liaison hydrogène, ce qui entraîne un « turnover » catalytique

plus élevé. La structure spécifiquement conçue du co-catalyseur organique aide à identifier

une fraction du mécanisme de réaction et met en évidence l’importance des composants

moléculaires dans l’électrocatalyse.
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Résumé

L’utilisation d’unités organiques sur des électro-catalyseurs fournit également une excellente

opportunité pour utiliser des atomes métalliques uniques comme catalyseurs. Les atomes

de cobalt au sein de macro-cycles structurellement différents sont conçus et testés comme

électrocatalyseurs pour la réaction de réduction de l’oxygène (ORR). L’ingénierie de grands

π-systèmes n’a pas d’impact significatif sur l’activité ORR, tandis que la distance entre les

sites actifs (atomes de cobalt) et l’électrode sous-jacente est cruciale pour améliorer l’activité

catalytique.

Un facteur important dans l’utilisation de composants moléculaires en électrocatalyse est

la stabilité des matières organiques. L’utilisation de l’électrogreffage permet de concevoir

des électrodes hybrides organiques / inorganiques avec des liaisons covalentes entre le com-

posant moléculaire et le substrat métallique. La fixation de molécules de porphyrine vides

à des substrats instaure une technique puissante en génie moléculaire, car les cycles de

porphyrine vides peuvent être métallisés avec divers centres métalliques agissant comme

électrocatalyseurs pour différentes réactions électrochimiques.

En résumé, cette thèse fournit de multiples aspects d’ingénierie, qui sont utiles dans la concep-

tion de composants moléculaires sur des électrodes métalliques pour la chimie de conversion

d’énergie. De telles surfaces de catalyseurs hybrides sont capables d’améliorer l’activité cataly-

tique et permettent d’étudier le mécanisme des réactions catalytiques. La mise en œuvre de

composants organiques offre de nouvelles voies pour personnaliser de nouveaux matériaux,

qui offrent de nouvelles perspectives dans le domaine complexe de l’électrocatalyse.

Mots clés : électrocatalyse, microscopie à effet tunnel, réaction de l’évolution d’hydrogène,

réaction de réduction d’oxygène, polymère 2D, amorphe.
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Introduction

Climate change in combination with the closely related subject of global energy demand, are

highly discussed topics in science and society. With the growing population on our planet

and the resulting increase in energy consumption, the requirement for more energy sources is

undeniable. Currently, the majority of our energy originates from fossil fuels such as coal, oil

and gas [4]. In 2013 the global energy demand scored 18 TW, of which 80% was produced by

fossil resources [4], which goes alongside with the emission of CO2 on a tremendously large

scale. The high CO2 concentration that we have to face inside the atmosphere can be directly

connected to the combustion of fossil fuels [5, 6, 7, 8], which contributes to overall global

warming and natural disasters like tsunamis, hurricanes and desertification. Avoiding such

catastrophes and minimizing global warming by CO2 emission has a high priority in today’s

society. A diverse energy generation is key to reducing the emission of CO2 and on the other

hand satisfies the global energy demand without destroying our environment [7, 8]. As a result,

a rethinking process has emerged in politics, science and technology design to create diverse

and alternative energy sources by reducing the contribution of fossil fuels and implement

renewable energy supply, which can be provided by solar, wind and hydroelectric power.

In this context, electrochemical reactions such as the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and

the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) are experiencing increased efforts to make water a

viable energy feedstock. A closed-loop energy production cycle involves water splitting by

electrolysis, which converts electrical energy into chemical energy in order to store it in the

form of hydrogen gas. Following the energy loop within the water cycle, hydrogen is oxidized by

oxygen in fuel cells and the stored chemical energy becomes available as electricity [9, 10, 11].

Oxygen reduction is also a foundation of technologies for renewable energy conversion like

rechargeable metal-air batteries [12]. Such technologies become particularly appealing in the

view of alternative solar energy. As photovoltaic energy production fluctuates as function of

sun exposure and surplus energy needs to be stored effectively for times of low or even absent

sun light. The mentioned technologies like metal-air batteries and the water-splitting reaction

are prominent alternatives, since they do not depend on external factors like sun light or wind

power availability.

The limiting factor in these electrochemical reactions is mostly sluggish reaction kinetics. This

translates into large overpotentials, which is reflected in high required activation energies

to drive the reactions. An efficient performance of electrochemical reactions like hydrogen
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evolution and oxygen reduction requires the support of catalysts, which offer an alternative

reaction pathway by lowering energy barriers and maximizing the energy output. The best

efficiency delivers platinum for HER and ORR [13, 14, 15, 16]. However the access to platinum

is very limited, which results in very high prices and makes large scale energy production that

relies on platinum catalysts rather impossible. Thus, the great challenge is to create catalysts

with improved performance and to reduce the implementation of expensive noble metals, in

order to make environmental friendly energy sources competitive to fossil fuels.

Material science is the driving force behind developing novel materials for energy application.

A promising approach is to modify the surfaces of cheap substrates with nanoparticles [17, 18,

19] or molecular components [20, 21]. Reducing the size of catalysts from nano- to subnano

size and even to single-metal atoms leads to an increase of the catalytic activity [22]. This

originates from the increased surface area for smaller particles, but is also due to changing

electronic structure as a function of particle size. Single metal cations can be supported by an

organic structure like porphyrins or phthalocyanines [23, 24]. One advantage in using these

molecules is their planar structure which leads to favorable adsorption on metal surfaces and

the exposure of the metal center to the reactants. As a replacement for precious metal catalysts,

metallo-porphyrins have been shown to be active for a variety of different electrocatalytic

reactions like oxygen reduction [25], oxygen evolution [20], or CO2 reduction [26]. Another

method of making single metal atoms accessible for catalysis is based on supramolecular

chemistry [27]. Metal-organic coordination networks (MOCNs) can be fabricated in UHV and

consist of organic ligands, which self-assemble with metal atoms to supramolecular structures.

Such systems can be used as model systems in order to investigate catalytic reactions and

specify the active center on the molecular or the atomic scale [28, 29].

Metal-free electrocatalysts have recently attracted much attention as a cheap and abundant

alternative to catalysts based on scarce metal [30, 31]. In particular for oxygen reduction,

heteroatom-doped carbon structures show high activities as catalysts. The elements nitrogen,

boron, and sulfur are used to tweak the electronic structure such that interactions with reac-

tants and intermediates become favorable for electrocatalysis [32, 33, 34, 35]. Another recent

study used boron-doped graphene as effective catalyst for nitrogen reduction. The boron

heteroatoms improve nitrogen adsorption and decrease energy barriers during the nitrogen

reduction reaction [36]. Investigations on hydrogen evolution were successful by using cova-

lent organic frameworks (COFs) with varying nitrogen amount as photocatalysts to promote

hydrogen production from water [37]. The photocatalytic experiments were performed in

the presence of platinum as co-catalyst and the generated hydrogen was measured. The COF

with the highest amount of nitrogen excelled as best catalyst in this study. Decreasing the

amount of nitrogen in the COF reduces the catalytic activity and less hydrogen is produced.

Other studies report about increased HER activities caused by nitrogen doped graphene with

encapsulated transition metal alloys [38]. The higher catalytic activity in nanoporous graphene

could directly connected with nirtogen dopants, since defects within the graphene lattice was

rather inactive to hydrogen evolution [39]. Hence, nitrogen has a great impact on hydrogen

evolution as catalyst. These works clearly demonstrate the usefulness of covalent carbon
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structures with heteroatoms for different photo- and electrocatalytic reactions.

The design of suitable electrode surfaces, which deliver useful insight into catalytic processes

can only be achieved by the combination of several analytic techniques. In particular, insight

at the atomic scale proves to be of high value in providing structure-property relationships.

For this reason scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) was chosen to characterize electrode

surfaces throughout this thesis. In the past, several STM investigations have been performed

on metal surfaces decorated with organic structures, like porphyrins and phthalocyanines

[40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. Such molecules form complex structures on metal surfaces by

weak interactions like van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding or metal complexation [47]. A

promising alternative is to fabricate organic nanostructures by covalent coupling, which can

be thermally induced or by using reactive precursor molecules [48, 49, 50, 51].

Decorating metal surfaces with organic components and using these devices as electrocat-

alysts is a promising combination of UHV and electrochemistry in order to obtain further

insight into the mechanisms of catalytic reactions. In addition, UHV preparation allows to uti-

lize X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which can characterize the chemical composition

of electrode surfaces. Combining UHV with electrochemistry in a single experimental set-up

requires an UHV-to-ambient transfer system [21], which is the foundation of the experiments

performed in this thesis.

A detailed introduction to the transfer system is given in chapter 1, together with the funda-

mental concepts of electrochemistry, including the double layer model and reactions that

occur at electrode surfaces. Furthermore the electrochemical reactions, which are studied in

this work are presented. The chapter involves also a brief introduction to the techniques that

were used in UHV throughout this thesis, which includes STM and XPS. Chapter 2 presents

the results on short-range correlations in organic components, which are analyzed statisti-

cally and with the support of molecular dynamics simulations. The focus of chapter 3 lies

on fabricated hybrid electrodes that contain of Au(111) electrodes decorated with organic

polymer co-catalysts. Such designed hybrid electrodes successfully catalyze the HER and

deliver insight into the mechanism on the molecular scale. Chapter 4 presents electrocatalysis

of the ORR, with metallized phthalocyanines of different structure and shows the influence

by changing the distance of substrate and catalytic active center. Chapter 5 addresses the

stability and introduces design principles in order to increase the lifetime of metal organic

hybrid catalysts, which can be achieved by fabricating covalent bonds between metal substrate

and organic components. The thesis is summarized by a final conclusion and by presenting

future perspectives in molecular engineering of electrocatalyst surfaces.
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1 Methods

The experiments of this thesis demanded a variety of different analytic techniques: Spectro-

scopic and scanning probe techniques were involved as well as an electrochemical set-up.

The combination of all the used techniques and the theoretical background is introduced in

this chapter.

Section 1.1 introduces the fundamentals of electrochemistry and electrocatalysis by presenting

common models of the solid-liquid interface, which is referred to as electrochemical double

layer. In addition the section addresses the different reactions that occur at electrode surfaces,

since those mechanisms have to be optimized in order to increase the activity of important

electrochemical reactions like the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) or the oxygen reduction

reaction (ORR).

The electrode surfaces that are discussed throughout this thesis were fabricated in ultra-

high vacuum (UHV) to guarantee clean handling of the prepared samples. Characterization

techniques were scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS). STM was chosen as real space imaging technique for visualizing the surface of the

fabricated electrode surface prior and after electrocatalysis. XPS was added in order to deliver

insight into the chemical composition of the electrode surfaces.

Section 1.3 presents the experimental apparatus that has been used in this thesis. The combi-

nation of UHV and ambient conditions during electrochemical experiments is explained in

detail. The set-up ensures that the fabricated samples are either in UHV or in an inert argon

atmosphere. Addionally, the electrochemical cell is introduced that was used for the experi-

ments together with the technical details for the sample preparation and the electrochemical

experiments.
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Chapter 1. Methods

1.1 Fundamentals in Electrochemistry and Electrocatalysis

The first electrochemical experiments were performed by Luigi Galvani at the end of the

18th century, who accidentally created a circuit with two metal electrodes and animal soft

tissue, such as nerves and muscles, which he referred to as animal electricity [52]. Alessandro

Volta elaborated on this concept and built the voltaic pile, which is known as the first electrical

battery [53]. The invention of Volta opened the door for a series of new electrochemical con-

cepts: The work of Michael Faraday on electricity and electrolysis [54] is a prominent example.

Other important discoveries have been found by Wilhelm Ostwald [55], who formulated the

concept of catalysis, for which he was rewarded with the Noble Prize in Chemistry in 1909.

The basic concept of catalysis describes the enhancement of the reaction rate by an additional

substance (catalysts), which is not consumed during the reaction. The catalyst provides an

alternative pathway with low activation energy for the conversion of reactants to products.

Nowadays, the research field of catalysis is divided into different branches: Examples are

photocatalysis, which uses the energy of light in order to promote electron transfer [56], or

electrocatalysis, which was introduced by its name in 1934 by Kobosev and Monblanova [57]

and is driven by an electrically induced potential difference.

In electrocatalysis the electrode usually contains the catalyst material (heterogeneous cataly-

sis) and the mechanism is dominated by adsorption of reactants and reaction intermediates

on the electrode surface. The role of the electrocatalyst is to obtain a high current density

close to the equilibrium potential. This reduces the overpotential (activation energy) that is

needed in order to drive an electrochemcial reaction. This is realized by designing catalyst

surfaces, which optimize adsorption conditions on the catalyst surface. Important criteria are

the electrode material and the amount of active surface sites in contact with the electrolyte,

which can be realized by increasing the surface roughness. However no matter how well a

catalyst is performing, it always involves three major steps: Adsorption of the reactants on

the catalyst surface, electron transfer and desorption of the products. The following sections

present the fundamental concepts and processes on the catalyst surface in more detail which

are based on Ref. [58, 59, 60, 61].

1.1.1 The Electrochemical Cell

Catalytic experiments are performed in an electrochemical cell, which are usually equipped

with three electrodes: The working electrode, the counter electrode and the reference electrode.

The working electrode is usually the material that is studied by the electrochemical experiment.

The main requirement is an equidistant space between the working and the counter electrode

to assure a homogeneous mass transfer between both electrodes. The working electrode

that has been used throughout this thesis is Au(111), since gold has a large potential window

and is not affected by corrosion within the applied experimental conditions. The counter

electrode provides current of equal magnitude and opposite sign to the working electrode. If an

oxidation is running at the working electrode, a reduction will appear at the counter electrode
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and vice versa. The counter electrode requires an easy electron transfer and the chemistry may

not interfere with the reactions at the working electrode. This is in particular important for

long-term experiments, because otherwise pH changes can appear and change the nature of

the electrolyte solution. For that reason a platinum wire has been chosen as counter electrode

for the experiments performed in this thesis. The reference electrode is introduced to an

electrochemical cell to guarantee the comparability of measured data. Such electrodes need

a constant potential in every experiment. This is easily achievable within a three-electrode

set-up, as the potentiostat applies only small currents through the reference electrode. The

used reference electrode for the experiments in this thesis is a Ag/AgCl electrode. The last

important component of an electrochemical cell is the electrolyte solution. Usually it is a salt,

acid or base dissolved in water, which is an adequate solvent, due to its high solubility and

dielectric constant. The main function of the electrolyte is to provide electrical conductivity

with a low resistance between the electrodes.

Since the electrochemical/catalytic reactions occur at the interface of working electrode and

electrolyte solution, it is important to understand the basic mechanisms that occur at the

solid/liquid interface. The following sections describe the interface of electrode and electrolyte

solution in more detail, including the basic model of the interface and reactions that occur.

1.1.2 The Double Layer Model

Changing the potential at an electrode directly affects its charge and creates a potential

gradient between the electrode surface and the electrolyte solution. Ions of opposite charge

within the solution will migrate towards the electrode in order to compensate the charge at

the electrode surface. The charged electrode with the compensating ions can be regarded as

capacitor and is referred to as electrochemical double layer.

The model of the electrochemical double layer has been improved over the years in order

to provide a precise description. First assumptions have been made by Helmholtz, who

described the double layer as a charged electrode, which is balanced with a monolayer of ions

of opposite charge. The model assumes a quite rigid layer of ions, which is closely related

to the plate of a real capacitor and named inner Helmholtz plane. Since the ions are in a

liquid environment, it is likely that they are solvated and absorb on the electrode surface

with a complete or partial solvation shell. This moves the Helmholtz plane further away from

the electrode surface and is defined as outer Helmholtz plane. The Gouy-Chapman model

describes the ions within the double layer with the ability to move smoothly through the

electrolyte solution instead of remaining in a fixed rigid monolayer. Both models of Helmholtz

and Gouy-Chapman are extreme views and a realistic model provided by Stern combines both

models: Most of the electrode charge is balance within a compact Helmholtz layer (ions with

and without hydration shell) and the Gouy-Chapman diffusive layer compensates remnant

charge. Figure 1.1 shows a schematic illustration of the Stern double layer model with an

examplarily positively charged electrode. The white curve represents the potential gradient as
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a function of the distance to the electrode surface. To compensate the positive potential of the

electrode, anions within a hydration shell adsorb on the surface and build the outer Helmholtz

plane. Especially anions can adsorb specifically on the electrode without interjacent hydrated

water molecules, since they are capable to form chemical bonds with metals (inner Helmholtz

plane). Such phenomena are less common with cations adsorbing on an electrode with a

negative applied potential. The region between the electrode surface and the outer Helmholtz

plane represents the compact layer and exhibits a linear potential gradient. The ions within

the diffusion layer are less rigid and can migrate smoothly through the electrolyte and the

corrsponding potential gradient reveils an exponential behaviour.
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Figure 1.1 – Schematic illustration of the Stern double layer model that combines the Helmholtz and
the Gouy-Chapman model: The electrochemical double layer at a positive charged electrode involves a
compact layer with adsorbed anions (inner Helmholtz plane) and solvated anions (outer Helmholtz
plane), followed by the diffusion layer with smoothly moving ions. The white graph represents the
potential gradient within the double layer region: The electrode potential decreases linearly within the
compact layer and decays exponentially until the solution potential is reached.

If the potential of the electrode is changed, the ions within the double layer will always re-

organize on the surface and create a double layer charging current. Starting theoretically

from an electrode surface with zero charge, a potential change ∆E will cause the migration of

ions in the solution. The created transient current has to flow through a circuit that involves

the resistance of the electrolyte solution Rs and the capacitance of the double layer CDL .

The calculation of the double layer charging current is given by equation 1.1 and decays

exponentially with time. It is important to mention that such double layer charging currents

are usually not the center of electrochemical studies and occur additionally to currents that

result by an electrochemical reaction

I = ∆E

Rs
exp

{
− t

RsCDL

}
. (1.1)
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1.1.3 Electrode Reactions

Electrode reactions are a class of chemical reactions that involve charge transfer at the interface

of a conducting solid and a liquid solution. Usually electrons are the transferred charge within

a redox reaction. Equation 1.2 represents a general electrochemical reaction with O being

the oxidized species that transforms into the reduced species R. Prior to to the electron

transfer, the oxidized reactant is dissolved in the electrolyte solution Osolution and needs

to be transported towards the electrode surface Oelectrode. After adsorbing on the surface,

electrons are transferred from the electrode to the reactant, reducing Oelectrode into the product

Relectrode, which is transported back into the bulk solution (Rsolution). The complete process is

summarized in equation 1.2

Osolution →Oelectrode +ne− → Relectrode → Rsolution. (1.2)

The two processes occurring during equation 1.2 are mass transport and electron transport.

Supplying sufficient reactant and the removal of product material from the electrode sur-

face belong to the regime of mass transport, which can be distinguished in three different

categories: Convection, which is the movement caused by an external mechanical field and

diffusion, which is driven by concentration gradients. Migration originates by an electrostatic

field and affects predominantly the ions of the electrolyte and is of minor importance. All

experiments that will be presented throughout this thesis rely on diffusion as mass transport

mechanism.

The most important step during an electrochemical reaction according to equation 1.2 is

the transfer of electrons (O +ne− → R). If the reaction is in equilibrium, the reaction rates

of oxidized and reduced species (O and R) are equal and the total net current is zero. The

potential of the electrode depends on the redox couple O/R, their concentration and the cor-

responding formal potential E 0
e , which is the equilibrium potential under standard conditions.

The equilibrium potential at different temperature T and pH values can be calculated be the

Nernst equation according to equation 1.3, with R representing the gas constant and F the

Faraday constant. The number of electrons involved in the redox reaction is implemented by

the factor n, while cO and cR give the concentrations of the oxidized and reduced species in

the solution at the equilibrium

Ee = E 0
e +

2.3RT

nF
log

cO

cR
. (1.3)

Applying a potential shifts Ee to a new equilibrium: A potential E +∆E will fulfill the Nernst

equation with an increasing ratio of cO/cR and R species will be converted into O species. A

negative potential change E −∆E will result in the conversion of O species into R species and

will reduce the cO/cR ratio.
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However the Nernst equation and its concept presented above is only a thermodynamic

explanation and accounts for equilibrium conditions. For a kinetic characterization, the

reaction rate k or the current density j of the O 
 R conversion at any potential have to be

considered. Investigations on the reaction rate show a relation in the general form of equation

1.4 for the rate of oxidation and equation 1.5 for the rate of reduction

ka = k0
aexp

{
αanF E

RT

}
, (1.4)

kc = k0
c exp

{
−αc nF E

RT

}
. (1.5)

The factors αa and αc are the anodic and cathodic transfer coefficients and have values close

to 0.5 for simple electron transfer reactions. In such cases αa +αc = 1 is valid. The reaction

rates ka and kc can be transferred into current densities by the multiplication with nF and

provide the current density as a function of the electrode potential. However, the potential

scale in such characterizations is arbitrary and depends strongly on the experimental set-up,

especially on the choice of reference electrode.

For delivering a more precise characterization, the concept of overpotential is introduced,

which is the deviation of the applied potential E from the equilibrium potential Ee for a O/R

redox couple (eqn. 1.6)

η= E −Ee . (1.6)

By using the overpotential, the scale is determined by the chemistry of the redox couple. Since

the current density equals zero at the equlibrium potential, the overpotential can be seen

as driving force for oxidation or reduction. By substituting the arbitrary potential E with the

overpotential η, equation 1.7 can be derived, which is known as the Butler-Volmer equation,

which has a major importance in the discussion of kinetics in electrochemistry

j = j0

(
exp

{
αanFη

RT

}
−exp

{
− (1−αa)nFη

RT

})
. (1.7)

The Butler-Volmer equation shows how the positive/negative potential change relative to

the equilibrium potential affects the partial anodic/chathodic net current densitiy. Figure

1.2 shows the same context graphically: While the overpotential is equal to the equilibrium

potential, the partial anodic and cathodic current densities are equal, which results in a total

net current of zero. A positive overpotential increases the partial anodic current and decreases

the partial cathodic current compared to the current at the equilibrium potential and results

in a total anodic net current. The situation for a cathodic net current behaves analogously:

A total cathodic net current arises due to a negative overpotential, which shifts the partial
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anodic current to lower values and the partial cathodic current to higher values relative to the

equilibrium potential.

Potential Partial
Current Densities

Measured 
Current Density

Equilibrium
potetntial Ee

Positive to Ee

Negative to Ee

ja
jc

zero

jc
ja

ja
jc

anodic

cathodic

Figure 1.2 – Influence of the potential relative to the equilibrium potential on the partial anodic and
cathodic partial current densitiesand the measured total net current density (adapted with permission
from Ref. [58]).

By introducing a catalyst to an electrochemical reaction the overpotential is decreased in

order to drive the electron transfer for reaching a particular current density. Such a case is

schematically illustrated in figure 1.3: The blue graph represents an arbitrary electrochmical

reaction and the purple graph includes the support by a catalyst. Due to the definitions

presented in this section, both graphs reveal no net current at η = 0. To reach a particular

current density jx , the reaction without an catalyst (blue graph) requires the overpotential η1.

By introducing a catalyst (purple grapgh), the necessary overpotential is decreased to η2 for

reaching the same current density jx .

Generally, an electrochemical reaction requires two types of processes that were introduced

in this section: Mass transport and electron transfer. A special case appears, if the reactant

is an adsorbed species on the electron surface. In such cases, mass transport is not involved

and cannot affect electron transfer. Assuming that a redox couple is bound at the surface

and oxidation/reduction occurs, a current will be measured until reactants on the surface are

oxidized/reduced. If the potential is swept faster, the current must also increase proportionally

in order to keep the charge constant. The peak current density of adsorbed redox couples

h0

j

h1h2

jx

Figure 1.3 – Schematically illustration of the current density as a function of the overpotential η: The
required overpotential of an arbitrary reaction (blue graph) is decreased by introducing a catalyst
(purple graph): η1 → η2.
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on electrode surfaces is described by equation 1.8, with n being the number of transferred

electrons in the reaction, F the Faraday constant, R the gas constant, T the temperature, ν the

scan rate and Γ the excess of electroactive species

jp = n2F 2νΓ

4RT
. (1.8)

In the setup of a single experiment, the factor n2F 2Γ
4RT can be regarded as a constant and the

peak current jp depends only on the scan rate ν. In consequence the relation jp ∝ ν has to be

investigated.

1.1.4 Important Electrochemical Reactions - HER and ORR

Nowadays fuel cells and electrolyzers are important technologies in the discussion about

environmental friendly energy sources. Fuel cells combine hydrogen as fuel and oxygen as

oxidant in order to provide sustainable electric power, heat and water [61]. Electrolyzers on

the other hand split water into the elemental components and provide the necessary hydrogen

fuel.

Hydrogen evolution is the reduction reaction of water splitting. In acidic media two hydrogen

protons are combined to a hydrogen molecule by adding two electrons (eqn. 1.9), while in

alkaline media water molecules act as reactants (eqn: 1.10)

2H++2e– 
H2, (1.9)

2H2O+2e– 
H2+2OH–. (1.10)

Much research has been done in order to find suitable parameters to improve the HER activity.

However, for many catalysts, the precise catalytically active sites are not well understood,

which is particularly addressed in chapter 3 of this thesis. Today, two general reaction pathways

are accepted due to hydrogen evolution. Both require a discharge reaction and form an

adsorped hydrogen atom on a metal surface, know as the Volmer reaction (eqn: 1.11) [62].

The abbreviation M in the following reactions represent a bonding site on the catalyst surface.

Since all experiment that will be presented throughout this thesis have been performed at

pH = 13, the following reactions are written in their alkaline form [63]

M+H2O+e– → M–H+OH–. (1.11)

In the Volmer-Tafel mechanism protons are discharged and adsorb on the metal surface in a
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first step according to equation 1.11. The formation of hydrogen molecules follows the Tafel

reaction [64], which combines two hydrogen atoms that are adsorbed on the metal surface.

The corresponding mechanism is given by equation 1.12

2(M–H) → H2+2M. (1.12)

The second reaction pathway is known as the Volmer-Heyrovsky mechanism, which also starts

with an adsorbed hydrogen atom on the metal surface according to the Volmer reaction. Other

than in the Tafel reaction, the adsorbed hydrogen atom combines with a hydrogen proton

from the electrolyte solution and an electron from the metal catalyst. This mechanism is

known as the Heyrovsky reaction [65] and follows equation 1.13

H2O+e–+M–H → H2+OH–+M. (1.13)

The second reaction studied in this thesis is the reduction of oxygen, which occurs for example

in fuel cells. Other than hydrogen evolution, the ORR requires four electrons instead of two,

which increases the complexity of the reaction. With four electrons involved, the ORR can be

reduced in a single step to water (OH– in alkaline media), according to equation 1.14 [66]

O2+2H2O+4e– → 4OH–. (1.14)

The second reaction pathway occurs via a 2+2e– process: Two electrons are required to reduce

oxygen to H2O2 (HO –
2 in alkaline media) as an intermediate product (eqn. 1.15). Two additional

electrons are necessary to reduce H2O2 to water as the final product (OH– in alkaline media),

which is given by equation 1.16 [66]

O2+H2O+2e– → HO –
2 +OH–, (1.15)

HO –
2 +H2O+2e– → 3OH–. (1.16)

In fuel cells oxygen reduction in a single step (4e– mechanism via eqn. 1.14) is prefered, since

it delivers higher energy values. The intermediate product H2O2 in the 2+2 e– mechanism can

decompose on the catalyst surface according to equation 1.17, which limits the total energy

output

2HO –
2 → 2OH–+O2. (1.17)
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Both half cell reactions (HER and ORR) require large overpotentials in alkaline electrolytes,

which demands the utilization of stable catalysts for driving such electrochemical reactions

efficiently. The best catalyst for both reactions is platinum [13, 15, 16, 61], a rare and expensive

noble metal, which makes it worthwhile to substitute it by more abundant catalysts with

similar activity. Throughout this thesis, metal electrodes have been combined with organic

polymer co-catalysts in order to increase the overall catalytic activity and to provide further

insight into the reaction mechanism on the molecular level.

1.1.5 Correlation between Binding Energy and Activity - The Volcano Plot

The correlation between the electrolytic hydrogen evolution and the M–H bond strength has

been recognized for many years [67, 68]. It is based on the concept of the French chemist Paul

Sabatier, who explained a high catalytic activity in heterogeneous catalysis with an optimal

interaction value of reactants or reaction intermediates with the catalyst surface [69]. If the

interaction is too weak, the intermediate does not bind to the catalyst, however if it is too

strong the intermediate remains on the catalyst surface and blocks the catalytic active site.

Figure 1.4 illustrates an example of a volcano plot that contains the catalytic activity as a func-

tion of the Gibbs free adsorption energy of hydrogen on various transition metals. Electrodes

that are made of platinum, palladium or rhenium show the highest catalytic activity and are

almost located at the top of the volcano plot. Metal electrodes like gold and silver have a lower

HER activity. By increasing the binding energy of hydrogen on such metals, the activity can

be increased and these metals would move towards the top of the volcano plot. Metals like

niobium and molybdenum reveal a similar catalytic activity to gold and silver. However the

reason lies within hydrogen binding energies that are slightly too high. To improve the ability
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Figure 1.4 – Catalytic activity of HER versus the hydrogen binding energy, showing that intermediate
binding energies result in a high catalytic activity (adapted with permission from Ref. [70]).
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as HER catalysts of such metals, the hydrogen binding energy needs to be decreased, in order

to move them closer to platinum and the top of the volcano plot.

The framework of the volcano plot that has been provided by Sabatier has also been demon-

strated by density functional theory (DFT): It has been shown that the Gibbs free hydrogen

binding energy depends predominantly on the hydrogen chemisorption energy. In addi-

tion, platinum was identified as the best catalyst for hydrogen evolution, due to its thermo-

neutrality, which means that the intermediate adsorbed state of hydrogen on platinum reveals

almost no energy difference with respect to the energy states of reactants and products [71].

This phenomenon is missing in other HER catalysts like nickel, gold or molybdenum, which is

the reason for their lower catalytic activity compared to platinum.

Recent studies include the binding energy of water, in order to achieve a more general descrip-

tion of the hydrogen binding energy. Since water represents the most abundant molecule in

aqueous electrolytes, the catalyst surface is considered to be fully covered by water molecules.

The Gibbs free energy of water adsorption is included to the calculation of the Gibbs free

energy of the apparent hydrogen adsorption (∆G0
H ,app ), according to equation 1.18 [72]

∆G0
H ,app =∆G0

H −∆G0
H2O. (1.18)

The inclusion of water molecules allows to account for electrolytes with different pH values,

since it is known that the pH affects the catalytic activity [73, 74, 75, 76]. It can be concluded

from calculations that water has a weaker adsorption behavior in alkaline media compared to

acidic electrolytes [72]. Consequently ∆G0
H is lower in alkaline electrolytes, which results in

higher∆G0
H ,app values and hence lowers the catalytic activity by shifting the electrode material

to higher binding energies in the volcano plot.

1.2 UHV-Methods

Ultra-high vacuum (UHV) condition was chosen in order to ensure a very clean environment

during sample preparation and characterization. Molecular structures on metal substrates

were fabricated by molecular beam epitaxy and scanning tunneling microscopy as major

technique to visualize the real space topography of the electrode surfaces. X-ray photo electron

spectroscopy (XPS) was usd to determine the chemical composition of sample surfaces.

1.2.1 Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

The scanning tunneling microscope was invented in 1982 by Gerd Binnig and Heinrich Rohrer

[77, 78]. It is a real space imaging technique, which enables the visualization and manipulation

of particles on the atomic scale by scanning a conducting sample surface with a conducting

tip (e.g. W or Pt/Ir). Only four years later Binnig and Rohrer were honored with the Noble Price
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Chapter 1. Methods

in Physics for their work, which they shared with Ernst Ruska.

The main principle of STM relies on quantum tunneling, which enables electrons to travel

through an insulating gap, between two electrodes. The Bardeen theory explains the metal-

insulator-metal tunnel junction by considering two separate electrodes [79]. Equation 1.19

describes the wave function of two electrodes A and B that satisfy the Schrödinger equation of

a free electrode. UA and UB represent the potential function of each electrode andΨ is the

wave function of the stationary states

i~
∂Ψ

∂t
=

[
− ~2

2m

∂2

∂z2 +UA,B

]
Ψ. (1.19)

The wave functions of both electrodes A and B will decay into the vacuum barrier. However,

if the distance z between the two electrodes is reduced, the combined system implements

both potential functions UA and UB according to equation 1.20. A corresponding scheme is

visualized in figure 1.5 (a)

i~
∂Ψ

∂t
=

[
− ~2

2m

∂2

∂z2 +UA +UB

]
Ψ. (1.20)

By approaching the potentials of electrode A and B provides a probability of electrons from

electrode A to appear in the states of electrode B, which can be described by equation 1.21,

with the wave function ψµ and the energy states Eµ of electrons in electrode A. ψν and Eν
represent the wave function and the energy of electrons in electrode B

Ψ=ψµe−i Eµt/~+
∞∑
ν=1

cν(t )ψνe−i Eνt/~. (1.21)

For deriving the tunnel current between two electrodes A and B, a tunneling matrix element

Mµν is defined (eqn. 1.22), with the two sets of wave functions being approximately orthogonal:∫
ψ∗
µψνd 3r ≈ 0:

Mµν =
∫

z>z0

ψµUBψ
∗
νd 3r. (1.22)

Equations 1.20 and 1.21 with the tunneling matrix element Mµν are used to derive the proba-

bility pµν(t ) of the ν-th state to appear in electrode B at a particular time t (eqn. 1.23)

pµν(t ) = |Mµν|2
4si n2[(Eµ−Eν)t/2~]

(Eµ−Eν)2 . (1.23)
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Figure 1.5 – Bardeen tunneling theory for the one dimensional case: (a) Wave function can penetrate a
potential barrier due to quantum tunneling; (b) Small distance between the electrodes allows electrons
of electrode B can tunnel into the empty states of electrode A.

If Eµ = Eν the factor
4si n2[(Eµ−Eν)t/2~]

(Eµ−Eν)2 in equation 1.23 will reach its maximum, which describes

the condition of elastic tunneling. Including this requirement, the tunneling current depends

on the number of states in electrode B that can tunnel into sates of electrode A, which is

ultimately described by the density of states ϕB (E) at the energy E . This is summarized in

equation 1.24, which gives the probability of electrons from B-states to appear with the energy

Eµ in the states of electrode A. This case is graphically illustrated in figure 1.5 (b)

pµν(t ) = 2π

~
|Mµν|2ϕB (Eµ)t . (1.24)

Deriving an equation for the tunneling current from equation 1.24 requires the elementary

charge e and the density of states of both electrodes at the Fermi level (ϕA(EF ) and ϕB (EF )).

An energy difference ∆E = eV between the Fermi level of each electrode can be induced by

applying a bias voltage V . Combining these requirements with equation 1.24 delivers the

tunneling current, which is given by equation 1.25

I = 2πe2

~
|Mµν|2ϕB (EF )ϕA(EF )V. (1.25)

In the gap region, the wave functions of both electrodes decay according toψµ,ν =ψµ,ν(0)e−κz ,

with κ being the decay constant and z the distance between the two electrodes A and B. It has

been shown that the tunneling matrix element Mµ,ν depends on the decay factor of the wave

function Mµ,ν∝ e−κz , which is explained in detail in Ref. [79]. In the set-up of an scanning

tunneling microscope the two electrodes described in the Bardeen model correspond to

the STM tip and the sample. In a simple approximation, the density of states of the tip can

be regarded as a constant, since they do not change throughout an STM experiment. In

consequence, the tunneling current does only depend on the local density of states (ϕLDOS)

of the sample, the applied bias votage V and the the distance z between tip and sample.

Combining these simplifications, the tunneling current can be rewritten in a simplified version
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Figure 1.6 – Energy diagram of a tip-sample junction with the work functions of tipΦtip and sample
Φsample: Fermi level of the sample Ef, sample is higher than the Fermi level of the tip Ef, tip, which results
in the tunneling of electrons from the occupied states in sample into the unoccupied states within the
tip.

according to equation 1.26

I ∝VϕLDOSe−κz . (1.26)

The STM tunneling junction is graphically shown in figure 1.6: Electrode B is represented by

the sample with its local density of states (LDOS). Electrode A is represented by the STM tip

and the corresponding density of states are constant. The Fermi levels of sample and tip are

shifted by an energy interval ∆E with respect to each other by applying a bias voltage V . In

consequence, electrons can tunnel from the occupied sample states into the empty states of

the tip.

In order to create an overall image of the sample surface, the STM tip needs to probe the

surface on the atomic scale. To achieve the controlled movement on the sub-nanometer scale,

piezo elements are used. By applying an electric field to the piezo ceramics, mechanical stress

occurs that results in contraction or elongation of the piezo (inverse piezoelectric effect)[80].

Implementing three piezo elements allows a controlled movement of the STM tip in three

dimensions and to scan the sample surface. The x and y piezo ensure lateral scanning, while

the z piezo controls the height of the tip. Alternatively, a pietoelectric tube can be used, which

is able to scan in x, y and z directions.

During scanning the tunneling current is recorded and compared with a reference value. If

the recorded current is higher than the reference value, a voltage is applied to the z-piezo by a

feedback loop and the tip withdraws from the surface. If the tunnel current is lower than the set

point, the z-piezo will expand in order to hold the reference current. The measured tunneling

currents are transferred to a color-scale image for visualizing the topography of the sample.

Bright areas represent areas of high topography, while dark areas correspond to depressions
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within the sample morphology. It is important to be mentioned that the interpretation of

STM images is not always straight forward and effects in STM images are not always related to

the topography which results from the convolution of the topography with the LDOS of the

sample at the Fermi level.

This phenomenon can be explained by figure 1.7, which illustrates a Au(111) surface covered

with a monolayer of porphyrin molecules (Fe-Tetrapyridyl-porphyrin). The insert in the top

right corner exhibts a single molecule with an overlay of the corresponding chemical structure.

The bright contrast in the center of the molecules represents an interplay of topography and

the LDOS of the iron center inside the molecule adsorbed on the Au(111) surface. Visualizing

such local effects makes STM a very powerful technique. It is chosen to image the surface of

the samples investigated in this thesis, since it can grant insight into the catalyst surface and is

capable of identifying the catalytic active sites with utmost precision.

Fe

5 nm

N

N

N

N

N

NN

N

Figure 1.7 – High resolution STM topograph (U = −1.3 V, I = 120 pA) of Fe porphyrin molecules covering
the surface of a Au(111) crystal recorded at room temperature: Sub-molecular resolution is obtained
within the molecules showing the different components of the porphyrin molecules; Insert show a
single molecule with an overlay of the chemical structure.

In addition to image recording it is possible to perform Scanning Tunneling Spectroscopy (STS),

which delivers further insight into the density of states of the investigated sample. This can be

realized due to the proportional relation between the tunneling conductance ∂I /∂V and the

LDOS. By performing STS on molecules the highest occupied as well as the lowest unoccupied

molecular orbitals (HOMO and LUMO) can be detected, which has been performed in Ref.

[1] on iron and cobalt porphyrins. In the upcoming studies that are discussed in this thesis,

tunneling spectroscopy is not further utilized.
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1.2.2 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

This section presents the fundamentals of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), which is a

quantitative spectroscopic technique to determine the elemental composition on surfaces.

Other than STM, which is a localized technique and operates on the atomic scale, XPS provides

an averaged signal of several square millimeters. XPS has its origin in 1887, when Heinrich

Hertz discovered the photoelectric effect [81]. The explanation was given 18 years later by

Albert Einstein, who introduced the wave-particle duality of electromagnetic radiation and

described light as quantized particles known as photons [82]. In consequence, illuminating any

material with electromagnetic radiation results in the emission of electrons. For this discovery

Einstein was honored with the Noble Prize in Physics in 1921. The electromagnetic radiation

used in XPS are X-rays, which usually originate from Al Kα (1487 eV) or Mg Kα (1253.6 eV).

In ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) X-ray radiation is replaced by ultra-violet

light that operates at energies between 10 and 100 eV. Some experiments require a higher

resolution in order to obtain further knowledge of the XPS spectra. Therefore, synchrotron

radiation is used, since it has a higher intensity, which is basically a higher amount of photons

per area. For this work the application of Mg Kα radiation was sufficient and was used in all

XPS experiments throughout the entire thesis.

Figure 1.8 shows the schematic relation between the sample and the spectrometer. Electrons

of the sample are emitted by electromagnetic radiation with the energy hν (orange arrow

in fig. 1.8) and are detected by the spectrometer with a kinetic energy Eki n,sp ,which can be

calculated by equation 1.27, with |EB | representing the binding energy of the emitted electrons

Eki n,sp = hν−Φsp −|EB |. (1.27)

It is important to mention that the electrons have the work functionΦs and leave the sample

surface with the kinetic energy Eki n,s . However they are detected in the spectrometer with

the kinetic energy Eki n,sp . Therefore it is important that the Fermi levels of sample and

spectrometer are aligned, which results in Eki n,sp+Φsp = Eki n,s+Φs . Technically this is realized

by an electrical contact between sample and spectrometer. In consequence the binding energy

EB of the electrons can be determined by the kinetic energy Eki n that is measured by the

spectrometer (red arrow in fig. 1.8).

In addition to the elemental composition, XPS allows to determine oxidation and binding

states. The binding energy is directly influenced by the core, which means electrons are

attracted by the protons within the core. Ionizing an element or changing the bonding partner

directly affects the electrons in the atomic shell, represented by the partial charge of the atom.

This will change the binding energy per electron and will result in a chemical shift to higher

binding energies, if the negative charge in the shell is reduced. The binding energy will be

lower, if the negative charge within the atomic shell is increased. Figure 1.9 shows an example

for the chemical shift of the 1s core level of nitrogen. The spectra shows the signal of pyridinc
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Figure 1.8 – Relation between energy levels of a sample and the spectrometer: One electron is excited
by electromagnetic radiation with the energy hν from the K shell and has the kinetic energy Eki n,s after
overcoming the work functionΦS ; By aligning the Fermi levels of sample and spectrometer the binding
energy EB of the excited electron can be determined with the kinetic energy Eki n,sp measured by the
spectrometer.

nitrogen around 398 eV and the signal of quartenary nitrogen around 400.8 eV. Additionally

the theoretical position of pyrrolic nitrogen is added at 400 eV [83] by a grey dashed line.

Comparing these chemical groups, pyridinc nitrogen has the lowest binding energy. The

partial charge is lower than in pyrrolic nitrogen, since only two coordiantion neighbors are

available. Pyrrolic nitrogen has three binding partners, which affects the partial charge and

therefore core electrons have a higher binding energy. Quartenary nitrogen appears in the

oxidized state and is positivly charged, which results in less electrons in the atomic shell. In

conclusion electrons in quaternary nitrogen experience an even higher binding energy.

It has to be mentioned that the classification of pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen is not always

straight forward in literature. Pyridinic nitrogen refers to the molecule pyridin, which is a

benzene ring with one carbon atom replaced by nitrogen. Therefore pyridinic nitrogen has two

carbon neighbors that are sp2 hybrids. Due to the molecule pyrimidin, it is usually assumed

that pyridinic nitrogen is situated in a six-membered ring. Its is not defined, if a nitrogen atom

in a five membered ring with two sp2 hybrid neighbors can also be referred as pyrdinic [84].

The term "pyrrolic nitrogen" relies on the pyrrol molecule, a five membered carbon ring

with nitrogen replacing one carbon atom. In addtion, a hydrogen atom is bond to nitrogen.

Consequently, pyrrolic nitrogen describes a nitrogen atom in a five membered ring with two

sp2 carbon atoms as neighbors and one bond to a hydrogen atom. The question if a nitrogen

atom bond to hydrogen in a six membered ring can also be named "pyrrolic" remains open.

Since it is known that the coordination number of nitrogen has the major effect rather than
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the local geometry (ring size), the long-range order will be neglected during the discussion of

XPS spectra in this thesis. Nitrogen with two sp2 carbon atoms as neighbors will be refereed

to as "pyrimidinic". Analogously, nitrogen with two sp2 coordinated carbon atoms and one

hydrogen atom will be referred to as "pyrrolic".
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Figure 1.9 – Chemical shift of the N 1s core levels: The chemical shift arises due to different coordination
of nitrogen: Pyridinic nitrogen with two coordinated carbon atoms has the lowest binding energy;
Pyrrolic nitrogen with three coordinated neighbors has a larger binding energy, while quaternary
nitrogen, which is in the oxidized state has the highest binding energy in this spectrum.

1.3 Combination of Vacuum and Electrocatalysis

1.3.1 Experimental Apparatus

In this section, the experimental apparatus will be presented. It involves several vacuum

chambers for sample preparation and STM, an electrochemical set-up and an X-ray photo-

electron spectroscope. Figure 1.10 shows an schematic overview of the applied experimental

techniques throughout this thesis. The preparation chamber is equipped with several turbo

pumps and an ion getter pump in order to operate at 8×10−10 mbar. An ion gun enables to

sputter metal substrates with noble gas ions (fig. 1.10 a). To smooth the metal surface after

sputtering, the crystal was annealed by electron bombardment with high-voltage applied to

the sample. The deposition of organic molecules is performed by an four pocket molecular

beam evaporator (Dodecon Nanotechnology GmbH) and is schematically added in figure

1.10 b. Quartz crucibles are assembled inside the evaporator and act as Knudsen cell, which

implies a small opening of the sublimation cell. The small opening maintains the equilibrium

pressure inside the crucible [85]. A single beam metal evaporator (Omicron electronics GmbH)
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is added to the preparation chamber in order to sublime metals (fig. 1.10 c).

Following figure 1.10 (No. 2) the topography of the fabricated samples is characterized by

a home-build STM. Like the preparation chamber, the vacuum chamber where the STM is

located, is equipped with several turbo pumps and an ion getter pump to maintain a pressure

of 1× 10−10 mbar. STM tips are prepared by electrochemical etching of tungsten wire (MaTeck

GmbH) in a 2 M NaOH solution (solid NaOH 99 %, Merck KGaA). Tips are introduced into the

vacuum after electrochemical preparation in order to minimize oxidation and mounted in a

STM head with linear z-piezo (attocube systems AG). Imaging the topography of the sample is

performed at room temperature. The bias voltage is applied to the STM tip and the sample is

positioned in a base plate with four metal strings to minimize mechanical vibration.

For combining the sample fabricated in UHV with the electrochemical cell at ambient pressure,

a third chamber is needed, which acts as transfer chamber (fig. 1.10 No. 3). The base pressure

of the transfer chamber is 8× 10−8 mbar. The sample is transferred from the STM chamber to

the transfer chamber and mounted to the local manipulator by using a wobble stick. When

every valve to the transfer chamber is closed, it is subsequently flooded with argon gas (purity

5.0) until a pressure of 1 bar is reached. The electrochemical cell is mounted at the bottom of

the transfer chamber (fig. 1.10 No. 4) and also flooded with argon gas in order to minimize the

contamination of the transfer chamber with atmospheric air. As soon as ambient pressure in

the transfer chamber is reached, the gate valve between chamber and electrochemical cell

is opened. The sample in the manipulator can be moved downwards and the arrangements

for the electrochemical experiments can start, which are described in the upcoming section,

when the electrochemical cell is described in detail.

A vacuum suitcase (ferrovac GmbH) is used, if the sample needs to be transferred to a different

vacuum set-up, such as the X-ray photoelectron microscope (fig. 1.10 No. 5). XPS measure-

ments were performed with an analysis chamber with a hemispherical SPECS PHOIBOS 150

energy electron analyzer with an energy resolution of approximately 15 meV with a base

pressure of 5×10−10 mbar. The axis of the analyzer is orthogonal to the sample surface and

the X-ray beam has an inclination of approximately 45° to the sample surface. XPS exper-

iments were performed with non-monochromatic Mg Kα source with a photon energy of

hν = 1253,6 eV. The spot size of the X-ray beam is approximately 1 mm2. All XPS experiments

were carried out at room temperature (300 K).

1.3.2 Transfer into the Electrochemical Cell

The electrochemical cell used in this thesis is a conventional three-electrode set up, with

the sample fabricated in UHV acting as working electrode. The cell has four openings to

insert the reference and counter electrode, the electrolyte solution and a device for bubbling

the electrolyte with gases. For a controlled atmosphere within the electrochemical cell, two

teflon taps are attached in order to guarantee a clean environment: One teflon tap is used to

evacuate the cell and fill it with inert argon gas, while the second tap is used as gas outlet. The
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Figure 1.10 – Schematic overview of the applied methods throughout this thesis: Cleaning of the metal
substrate by sputtering and annealing (No. 1a) and deposition of organic molecules (No. 1b) or metal
deposition (No. 1c); Characterization of the sample topography by STM (No. 2); Transfer chamber (No.
3) in order to ensure a clean environment during transfering the sample to the electrochemical cell (No.
4) for electrocatalytic experiments or to the XPS (No. 5) by a vacuum suitcase.

working electrode is mounted face down inside the cell and electrochemical experiments are

performed in the hanging meniscus configuration [86, 87]. Therefore a drop making device is

used. The electrochemical cell and the drop maker are filled with the electrolyte solution and

the working electrode is positioned closely to the drop maker. By using a syringe, the solution

in the drop maker can be precisely ejected and a drop can be formed at the working electrode

(fig. 1.11 a). After moving the drop maker in a parking position, the working electrode is moved

downwards towards the electrolyte and a meniscus is formed in contact with the electrolyte

solution. This procedure enable a localized wetting of the sample surface and ensures that

other areas of the sample or the sample holder will not get wet.

After electrochemical measurements a second drop maker is used in order to rinse the surface

of the working electrode with milliQ water and to remove electrolyte residue. The finial step
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is to flush the sample surface with argon air and remove liquids from the surface before the

sample is introduced back into vacuum.
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Figure 1.11 – Schematic illustration of the electrochmical cell: Conventional three electrode set-up with
reference-, counter- and working electrode; Ar inlet and outlet are regulated by teflon taps; Experiments
are performed with a hanging meniscus: (a) Establishing the drop at the working electrode with the
drop maker; (b) Moving working electrode downwards and creating the meniscus between sample and
electrolyte.

1.3.3 Sample Preparation

All UHV experiments presented in this thesis have been performed on Au(111) single crystals

(MaTeck GmbH and Surface Preparation Laboratory B.V.). The crystals exhibit a hat shape

form and have an orientational misfit below 0.1°. Sample cleaning was performed by repeating

Ar+-sputtering and subsequent annealing by electron bombardment up to 825 K. The sputter

beam had an energy of 1 keV and hits the sample surface with an angle of 45°. The measured

Ar+ flux reached 10 µA during sputtering. During the annealing process the pressure was

below 3 × 10−9 mbar (higher during first annealing after an electrochemical experiment). After

electrochemistry three sputtering and annealing cycles were sufficient in order to obtain a flat

surface with atomically flat terraces around 100 nm2.

Fabrication of covalent organic networks on Au(111) substrates was performed by using an

organic molecule evaporator. The used precursor molecules are 2,4,6-tris-(4-bromophenyl)-

1,3,5-triazine (N3) and 2,2’,2"-(benzene-1,3,5-triyl)-tris-(5-bromopyrimidine) (N6). Both mole-

cules were synthesized by the group of Prof. Bettina Lotsch (Max Planck Institute for Solid

State Research, Department for Nanochemistry, Stuttgart Germany). The molecule 1,3,5-tris-

(4-bromophenyl)-benzene (N0) is commercially available (Sigma Aldrich). During molecule

deposition the Au(111) substrate was heated, in order to initiate polymerization and release

molecular bromine according to an Ullmann-like coupling pathway [88, 89, 90, 91, 92]. During

the polymerization the precursor molecules N0, N3 and N6 build up the polymer structures

P N0, P N3 and P N6. Table 1.1 shows the details about molecule deposition including

chemical name, sublimation temperature TSub , temperature of the Au(111) crystal TAu(111)

and the supplier.
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Molecule Chemical Name TSub TAu(111) Supplier

N0 1,3,5-tris-(4-bromophenyl)-benzene 475 K 560 K Sigma Aldrich

N3 2,4,6-tris-
(4-bromophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine

565 K 560 K synthesized

N6 2,2’,2"-(benzene-1,3,5-triyl)-tris-(5-
bromopyrimidine)

560 K 560 synthesized

Table 1.1 – Experimental details for preparing the organic molecular structures on Au(111) including
sublimation temperature TSub and temperature of the Au(111) crystal TAu(111) as well as the abbrevia-
tion of the molecule throughout this thesis .

1.3.4 Electrochemical Experiments

Electrochemical experiments have been performed with an Autolab PGSTAT302N potentiostat

(Metrohm GmbH & Co. KG). The hardware was operated with the implemented Nova 2.1

software. The conventional three electrode set-up includes a Ag/AgCl (3 m KCl) reference

electrode and a platinum wire as counter electrode. Electrocatalytic experiments were per-

formed with a 0.1 M NaOH electrolyte. The solution was prepared in the laboratory with NaOH

pellets (Sigma Aldrich 99,99 %) and dissolved in milliQ water (R = 18,2 MΩ). Prior to HER

experiments the electrolyte solution was bubbled with Argon gas (purity: 5.0) for 20 mins. For

ORR experiments the electrolyte was enriched with oxygen (purity: 5.0) for 20 mins. Details

on the scan rate and the potential window are indicated in the corresponding chapter.
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2 Structural Short-Range Correlations
in Organic Polymer Networks1

The study of polymer structures on metal surfaces has been of particular interest for the last

decade. Numerous amounts of different structural motifs can be created in UHV [49, 50],

by connecting molecular bulding blocks: Linear chains can be fabricated [93], which can

assemble as monolayers and cover entire surfaces [94]. Branched covalent chains form 2D

structures, which show different pore sizes [95] and robust polymers can be fabricated by

incorporating transition-metal centers [96]. The fabrication of defect-free polymer sheets

remains challenging [97] and porous structures often implement defects and grow as amor-

phous networks [98]. The reason in polymer structures is the covalent bond, which is often

irreversible [99]. Once a covalent bond is formed, it cannot be easily broken again in order to

clear polymer networks from defects, which restricts the structure from evolving towards the

thermodynamic equilibrium.

However, amorphous systems show a number of interesting properties, which makes them

worth to study: Amorphous organic solids can produce pinhole-free films, which are in

addition smoother than the crystalline counterpart [100]. The band gap of graphene can be

opened by adding defects and incorporate in-gab states [101]. Furthermore, the engineering

of molecular building units changed the properties of photocatalysts, in order to increase the

activity in hydrogen evolution [37].

This chapter describes similar building units that build up two different 2D polymer struc-

tures. The used precursor molecules differ in the chemical composition, as one molecule

contains nitrogen heteroatoms, while the other one has only carbon and hydrogen atoms in

its structure. Polymerization was applied under similar growth conditions for both systems,

resulting in different defect densities. Ring sizes and ring size combinations were compiled

manually and compared to molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, which are helpful to pro-

vide further insight into structural correlations in 2D polymers. The results within this chapter

are published in reference [2].

1This chapter and the presented results are based on ref. [2]
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Chapter 2. Structural Short-Range Correlations in Organic Polymer Networks

2.1 Experimental and Theoretical Methods

The basis for the experimental part for determining the structure of organic polymers on

gold is STM in a vacuum chamber at a pressure below 5 x 10-10 mbar. The Au(111) substrate

was cleaned by several Ar+ sputtering and annealing cycles (825 K). The investigated organic

polymers were synthesized by 1,3,5-tris-(4-bromophenyl)-benzene (N0) and 2,4,6-tris-(4-

bromophenyl)-1,3,5-triazine (N3). The precursor molecules were evaporated from a quartz

crucible in UHV and polymerization follows an Ullman-type coupling pathway in which two

aryl groups are connected by a covalent bond and release molecular bromine (fig: 2.1 a).

During the polymerization the precursor molecules N0 and N3 build up the polymer networks

P N0 and P N3 and the Au(111) crystal was held at 475 K for N0 and 565 K for N3.
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B B

B-B-A interaction
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Figure 2.1 – (a) Experimental synthesis following an Ullmann-like coupling pathway (b) Model used
during molecular dynamics simulations with the central subunit A, the surrounding trigonal subunits
B and the intermolecular potential V.

The experimental statistics was collected by counting ring size combinations manually from

large-area overview STM images. Therefore only closed pores were considered for distribution

analysis. Pores that imply defects or more than nine precursor molecules were not included in

the statistics. To analyze the local short-range environment, clusters are introduced that are

called αβγ triplets in the following sections. Each triplet has a central vertex that represents

one precursor molecule and contributes to three adjacent polygons, due to the three available
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2.1. Experimental and Theoretical Methods

a

b

g

Figure 2.2 – Schematic model of a αβγ triplet: The central red point marks the vertex of the triplet and
α, β and γ represent the size of the pores that share a common vertex.

ligands. In consequence, each vertex describes the structural short-range environment of its

neighboring polygons and α, β and γ label the size of the adjacent polygons. The sequence

within the triplets is not incorporated in this notation and has no effect on the short-range

order. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic illustration of a αβγ triplet. The red point in the center

indicates the central vertex and α, β and γ represent the ring size of the pores that surround

the vertex in the center. A similar investigation has been recently applied to characterize

short-range interactions in 2D silicon oxide [102]. If short-range correlations are ignored an

expected distribution of αβγ triplets based on a given ring size distribution can be calculated

by equation 2.1

P (α,β,γ) = Pα×Pβ×Pγ× f (α,β,γ). (2.1)

In this mean-field like approximation f (α,β,γ) represents the multiplicity. It equals one,

if the neighboring pores have the same size (ααα). The multiplicity equals three, if two

pores have the same size (ααβ) and equals six, if all pores have a different size (αβγ). The

components Pα, Pβ and Pγ are the probabilities of an α-gon, β-gon and γ-gon and are taken

from relative distribution of ring size histograms. This mean-field model is valid if pores are

randomly distributed in the structure. Deviations from this model will occur, if the pores are

not randomly distributed, for example, if a pore of size α imposes constrain on the size of

adjacent pores β and γ. Figuring out if such a correlation exists is the topic of this chapter.

Besides of the calculation of expected structures with no short-range correlation using equa-

tion 2.1, the main objective of the simulations in this work is to mimic the experimentally

observed ring-size distribution of the P N0 and P N3 organic polymers. Therefore, molecular

dynamics (MD) was used, which includes up to 5750 molecules per periodically repeated

simulation cell. All MD simulations were performed by Christina Oligschleger (Hochschule

Bonn-Rhein-Sieg, Rheinbach, Germany) and Christian Schön (Max Planck Institute for Solid

State Research, Stuttgart, Germany). A simplified model has been created that incorporates all
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Chapter 2. Structural Short-Range Correlations in Organic Polymer Networks

the important molecular interactions and to describe each precursor molecule as a building

block that contains of a central subunit A surrounded by three additional subunits B with

trigonal symmetry. The resulting building blocks AB3 are treated as quasi-rigid and represent

the precursor molecules for the experimental synthesis (fig. 2.1 b). Interactions occur only

between such AB3 units and are described by a two- and three-body contribution. The force

field between AB3 buliding blocks is described by equation 2.2: Two-body conditions are de-

scribed by a Lennard-Jones potential for short-range interactions and a quasi Coulomb term is

added to account for long-range interactions. The last term in equation 2.2 is implemented for

three-body interaction and is calculated by a Stillinger-Weber potential. It is used to account

for two different interaction types: A-A-A interactions involve three different AB3 units and

each A represents a different center of a building block. The second interaction is described by

a B-B-A interaction, where B of an unit interacts with a B-A subunit of another building block.

Figure 2.1 (b) shows a schematic A-A-A interaction in orange and a B-B-A interaction in green.

The preferred angles for the simulation are 120° for A-A-A and 180° for B-B-A. Deviations from

these optimal angles are implemented by the bi j k energy parameter in the Stillinger-Weber

model (eqn. 2.2). Intuitively, the B-B-A interaction describes how strongly two molecules

couple to each other and the A-A-A interaction encodes how stiff the angles between two

molecules are:

V =
N∑

i , j=1

[
ε0

((
r0

ri j

)12

−2

(
r0

ri j

)6)
+ qi q j

ri j

]

+
N∑

i , j ,k=1

[
bi j k ·exp

(
λi j

ri j − r0,i j
+ λi k

ri j − r0,i k

)
· (cos

(
θi j k

)− cos
(
θ0,i j k

))2
]

. (2.2)

Since the precursor molecules of P N0 and P N3 differ in their chemical composition, the

potential parameters in the MD calculations are adjusted. During the MD runs, the structures

are annealed to 2650 K and the MD time step is 2 fs with a total amount of 120000 steps

for the complete simulation. A detailed account of the theoretical model can be found in

reference [2].

2.2 Results on the Catalyst Structure

The upcoming chapter presents the pore size distribution and the local environment of the

P N0 and P N3 network. The experimental section shows the pore size distribution acquired

from STM images. In addition αβγ clusters are compared with cluster distributions calculated

by equation 2.1 in order to show whether a random distribution or short-range correlations

are present in the investigated networks. The theoretical section focuses on simulating the

observed polymers P N0 and P N3 and compare them with the structures observed in the

experiment.
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2.2. Results on the Catalyst Structure

2.2.1 Experimental Results

A typical Au(111) surface covered by organic polymers is shown in figure 2.3. It represents

the P N0 system, however similar coverages and structural morphologies on Au(111) can be

achieved for P N3. The network with its pores and αβγ triplets is visualized by STM. The

inserts in figure 2.3 show an enlargement of a hexagoal pore with an overlay of the chemical

structure (top right corner). The enlargement in the lower right corner shows an αβγ triplet

that involves examplarily a pentagon, a hexagon and a heptagon.

24 nm 5

6
7

Figure 2.3 – STM topograph of the organic P N0 network (U =−1.3 V, I = 30 pA); Inserts: Zoom into a
hexagonal pore with superimposed chemical structure and a representation of anαβγ cluster involving
a pentagon, hexagon and a heptagon.

From a structural perspective, one can expect an optimized structure of only hexagons. Like in

graphene the carbon and nitrogen atoms of the investigated polymers have a sp2 hybridization,

which favor the 120◦ angle between covalent bonds, due to the structure of the molecular

orbitals. However, such an ordered structure is not observed and both polymer networks

resolve an amorphous 2D structure. Similar results have been observed by other groups

who show the disordered structure of P N0 by STM [103, 104, 105]. Magnifying both organic

structures reveals the amorphous networks in more detail. Most molecules contribute up to

three polygons, due to the trigonal symmetry of the precursor molecules. However, molecules

can appear that are not bound to other molecules and terminate the molecular chain within

the network. This phenomenon is not part of this work and has been investigated in another

work [106]. Figure 2.4 (a) and (b) show how STM images were analyzed due to the ring

size distribution. The network of P N0 is shown in figure 2.4 (a) and the structure of P N3

is illustrated in figure 2.4 (b). Both images have an overlay of colored polygons added, to

distinguish between different ring sizes. Figure 2.4 (c) shows the ring size histograms for

P N0 and figure 2.4 (d) shows the histograms for P N3. Although hexagons are the dominant
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Chapter 2. Structural Short-Range Correlations in Organic Polymer Networks

structure followed by pentagons, the relative amount of pentagons is much lower within the

P N3 network. Furthermore, four- and nine-membered rings occur only in the P N0 structure.

They are absent within the P N3 system.
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Figure 2.4 – (a) STM topograpgh of P N0 (U = −1.0 V, I = 70 pA) with overlayed colored polygons,
(b) STM topograpgh of P N3 (U = −1.2 V, I = 20 pA) with overlayed colored polygons, (c) ring size
distribution of P N0, (d) ring size distribution of P N3.

As mentioned above, the analysis of αβγ clusters in the structure provides further knowledge

about the short-range arrangement of the amorphous organic networks. A detailed explana-

tion of the triplet notation was introduced in the previous section and is used in figure 2.5 to

compare experimental triplet histograms with calculated histograms according to equation

2.1. Figure 2.5 (a) shows the αβγ triplet distribution that were counted in STM images in dark

orange and the expected distribution calculated by equation 2.1 in light orange. Remarkable

differences can be observed in the 555 and 566 triplets, which are less existent in the exper-

imental structure than expected by the calculation. Other mismatches can be found in the

comparison of 567, 666 and 667 triplets, which appear more frequently in the experimental

network than in the calculation of equation 2.1. Figure 2.5 (b) shows the analogue histograms

of the P N3 system. The experimentally counted αβγ clusters are shown in dark blue, while

the distribution of modeled triplets are visualized in light blue. The major differences are

found in 556, 566 and 666 triplets. The expected values are much higher for 556 and 566

triplets. In contrast, the network recorded in STM revealed a higher abundance of 567 and 666

clusters.

Both networks do not fully correlate with the modeled αβγ distribution of equation 2.1,

which yields a triplet distribution for a random tessellation with polygons derived from the

histograms in figure 2.4 (c) and (d). Therefore, the cluster distribution is not entirely random

and seems to exhibit certain correlations within the polymer structures.
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Figure 2.5 – Calculated amorphous network in variable periodic simulation cell after an MD-simulation
of 220 ps: (a) Expected distribution (light orange) and experimental distribution (orange) in P N0; (b)
Expected distribution (light blue) and experimental distribution (blue) in P N3.

2.2.2 Theoretical Results

To mimic the real organic structure of the polymers, many different MD runs with different

potentials have been performed and the ones have been chosen that show the best match

in pore size and αβγ triplet distribution. Figure 2.6 (a) illustrates an MD simulation of an

amorphous network that contains 5750 molecules. The structure was produced in 220 ps

during the MD simulation. Similarities to the STM image shown in figure 2.3 are reproduced

in the overall homogeneity of the network with missing crystallinity. The MD simulation

shows different pore sizes and areas where the structure terminates, which results in many

unpolymerized endings inside the structure. Figure 2.6 (b) illustrates an enlargement of the

simulated structure, showing that the appearing polygons (like hexagons and pentagons)

exhibit a rather irregular shape and do not appear in a perfect symmetrical conformation,

which is in good agreement with the experimental STM topographs.

In addition to the structural characteristics, MD simulations deliver an overview of the time

evolution of the organic networks: Figure 2.7 shows MD simulations of the ring size distribu-

tion and the evolution of αβγ triplets as a function of time. The development of the ring size

distribution is shown in figure 2.7 (a) for P N0 and in figure 2.7 (c) for P N3. The total amount
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.6 – Calculated amorphous network in variable periodic simulation cell after an MD-simulation
of 220 ps: (a) Amorphous network of 5750 molecules; (b) Enlargement showing details in pore size
distribution and terminated endings within the structure.

of rings increases for both systems over the simulated time period. However, the amount of

four and eight-membered rings decreases, while the amount of five, six and seven-membered

rings increases with their ratio staying relatively constant during time. The most abundant ring

sizes in both systems are five and six-membered ring followed by seven-membered rings. Four

and eight-membered rings appear less frequently and are more abundant in the early stage of

polymer formation. In the following stages they are replaced by five, six and seven-membered

rings. The main difference between the two MD simulations of P N0 and P N3 is the amount

of pentagons. They show a much higher abundance in P N0 than in the P N3 simulation.

Since the amount of seven- and eight membered rings is relatively similar in both systems,

the amount of hexagons is slightly higher in P N3 than in P N0 to compensate the lower

amount of pentagons. Another difference between the two investigated structures can be

observed in the development of four-membered rings: The early stage of the P N0 simulation

shows a much higher amount of four-membered rings than the simulation of P N3. Although

both structures show a reduction in four-membered rings, they vanish almost entirely in the

simulation of the P N3 system.

The time evolution of the near-range order is shown by the simulation of αβγ triplets at

certain time steps. Figure 2.7 (b) represents the histograms of P N0 and figure 2.7 (d) shows

the histograms of P N3. Both figures show the triplet distribution at 20 ps (grey), 120 ps

(orange) and 220 ps (blue). Like the number of rings, the amount of αβγ triplets increases

over time. There are only little changes between 120 ps and 220 ps. Significant formation

processes occur during the first 100 ps. In both systems the 567 triplet appears as dominant

configuration during the entire formation process. The P N0 simulation shows additionally a

high abundance of 566 and 568 clusters alongside of 666 and 667 triplets. In P N3, the amount

of 566 clusters is in a similar range than in P N0. However, a remarkable difference can be
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Figure 2.7 – Time evolution of ring formation and triplet distribution (averaged over 15 configurations):
(a) Ring size distribution as a function of time for P N0, (b) Distribution of αβγ triplets over time for
P N0, (c) Ring size distribution as a function of time for P N3, (d) Distribution of αβγ triplets over
time for P N3.

observed in the number of 666 and 667 clusters, which have a larger abundance in the P N3

simulation. The behavior of the 568 cluster is vice versa. Its appearance is less frequently in

P N3 than in P N0.

In addition to the the time stages of αβγ clusters in figure 2.7 (b) and (d), the potential

energy as function of the logarithmic time is shown in figure 2.8. After an initial settling time

of 20 ps, both systems decrease the potential energy at a constant rate on the logarithmic

time scale, which is a typical behavior of amorphous systems [107]. The orange graph in

figure 2.8 (a) shows the simulation of P N0 and the blue graph in figure 2.8 (b) illustrates

the calculation of P N3. The tilted dashed lines in both figures represent an extrapolation

of the amorphous systems towards the equilibrium. In addition, the simulation of a perfect

hexagonal lattice (black solid curve), which represents the ground state (crystalline structure)

is added in both figures. The energy of the crystalline state fluctuates around a constant

value, since the energy of the system cannot be further reduced. The horizontal dashed

line in both figures represent the average potential energy of the ideal hexagonal lattice.

The crossing of horizontal and tilted dashed lines indicates the point, when the polymer

systems reach the thermodynamic equilibrium and the all the rings within their structure are

rearranged into hexagons. Figure 2.8 (a) and (b) show clearly that neither P N0 nor P N3 reach

the thermodynamic equilibrium during the simulation time and are in a state of marginal

ergodicity [108, 109]. The simulation times need to be increased by four to six orders of
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Figure 2.8 – Illustration of the potential energy per atom on a logarithmic time scale in the investigated
polymer structures compared with the ground state of the system (hexagonal lattice): (a) Simulation of
the P N0 system; (b) Simulation of the P N3 system.

magnitude in order to reach the ground state during the simulation. Despite of the rather

long simulation times that were chosen, the relative ring size and cluster distribution remain

far from the thermodynamic equilibrium. However both structures keep evolving and aging

process are expected to appear on exponentially slow time scales [110].

2.3 Discussion on Structural Short-Range Correlations

The characterization of short-range correlations in organic 2D porous networks requires

the combination of experiment and theory. If the potential in MD calculations varies, the

resulting simulated structure will have a different pore size distribution. The performed

simulations use AB3 building blocks that were introduced in the previous section (see fig.

2.1 b). The interactions between neighboring AB3 units are described by A-A-A and B-B-A

interactions. MD simulations show that the total amount of rings and their pore size changes

with the energy parameter bi j k , which has interactions of A-A-A and B-B-A implemented.

MD simulations show a large amount of rings, which are predominantly pentagons and

hexagons, if small values for the A-A-A component in the bi j k energy parameter are chosen. If

the A-A-A interactions are increased, the resulting simulation will reveal a larger abundance

of hexagons. Pentagons are represented less frequently in such simulations. It has to be

mentioned that B-B-A interactions are also considered in the bi j k energy parameter, however

the overall contribution is dominated by A-A-A interactions. A detailed explanation of the

theoretical model is published in reference [2]. Embracing both simulations (small and large

A-A-A interactions) and combine them with the ring size statistics in figure 2.4 (c) and (d), the

calculation that reveals small A-A-A interactions can be assigned to the P N0 network, due to

the high amount of pentagons and hexagons. MD simulations with large A-A-A interactions
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Figure 2.9 – Experimental and simulated histograms of the ring size distribution: (a) Experimental
P N0 ring size distribution; (b) Simulated P N0 ring size distribution; (c) Experimental P N3 ring size
distribution; (d) Simulated P N3 ring size distribution.

are used as a representation of the P N3 polymer, since they expose hexagons as dominant

ring size configuration.

The ring size statistics of experiment and theory is summarized in figure 2.9 for both in-

vestigated systems. Figure 2.9 (a) and (b) show the experimental and simulated ring size

distribution of the P N0 network. Both histograms reveal hexagons as the dominant ring

size and experiment and theory are in good agreement. Slight deviations can be observed

regarding five- and nine-membered rings, which are less abundant in the experimental struc-

ture than suggested by the simulation. Adjusting the ratio of pentagons and hexagons in the

P N0 simulation can be performed by increasing the bi j k energy parameter of A-A-A and

B-B-A interactions. Increasing the energy of A-A-A interactions results in a lower abundance

of five-memberd rings and leads to an equal relative amount of five- and seven-membered

rings. If B-B-A interactions are increased, the number of four-membered rings is drastically

diminished. The overall best simulation is presented in figure 2.9 (b). For achieving further

improvements in the conformity between experiment and simulation, more investigations

have to be performed. Figure 2.9 (c) and (d) illustrate the experimental and simulated ring

size distribution of the P N3 system. Despite of slightly higher amounts of five-, six- and

eight-memebered rings within the calculated histogram, experimental and simulated ring

size distribution accord well with each other. Further changes of the P N3 simulation can

only be performed by the bi j k energy parameter of B-B-A interaction, since the A-A-A energy

is already set to a high value. However such changes are not advisable, since they result in a

drastic decrease in pentagons until they vanish entirely, which is not in agreement with the

experimental statistics.
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Figure 2.10 – Experimental and theoretical distribution of αβγ triplets: (a) Simulated (light orange) and
experimental (orange) αβγ triplet distribution of P N0; (b) Simulated (light blue) and experimental
(blue) αβγ triplet distribution of P N3.

The second applied metric to describe short-range correlations within the investigated poly-

mer networks is the comparison of αβγ clusters. Experimental data form figure 2.5 are plotted

together with the results of the MD simulations of P N0 and P N3 in figure 2.10. The his-

togram in figure 2.10 (a) displays the comparison between experiment and simulation of

the P N0 network. Differences can be observed in the 666 and 667 triplet, which show a

higher appearance in the experimental structure than in the simulation. Apart from such

discrepancies experiment and simulation are in good agreement, which can be observed in

the large number of 567 triplets or the almost entire absence of 555 clusters. In figure 2.5 (a)

the expected and the experimentally observed distribution of αβγ clusters revealed a poor

conformity for P N0. As mentioned in the previous section 555, 556 and 566 triplets were

less abundant in the experimental structure than in the calculation according to equation 2.1.

Furthermore triplets like 567, 666 and 667 have a higher number in the real structure than

expected. The reason for this phenomenon is the large strain, which is necessary to form 555

clusters in the polymer. To force such a cluster into a planar shape on the surface requires

energy for straining bonds and angles. A 666 triplet has a rather flat shape and less energy is

needed to enable planarity. Additionally a seven-memeberd ring can compensate the stress

of five-membered rings in the network, which is the reason for the high abundance of 567
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Figure 2.11 – Top and side view of 555, 666 and 567 triplets showing the different levels of planarity
within the clusters.

clusters in the experimental network. These arguments are supported by quantum-chemical

calculations (Hartree-Fock calculation) and explain the improved similarity of the histograms

in figure 2.10 (a). In P N0 the calculated formation energy per molecule is lowest for 666

triplets and slightly higher for 567 triplets, which need 15 % more energy. Cluster formation

of 555 triplets is even higher and requires 30 % more energy compared to 666 clusters. The

reason for the high formation energy in 555 triplets is the large strain within the clusters.

Figure 2.11 shows the top view for 555, 666, 567 triplets and their corresponding side view:

The connection of three pentagons results in a buckling of the final cluster and the structure

has no planar configuration, which is shown in sideview of 555 triplets in figure 2.11. The

structural buckling in 666 and 567 clusters is less dominant (666 and 567 triplets in fig. 2.11)

and is entirely smoothed by van-der Waals interaction with the gold substrate. Due to the

geometry of 555 triplets, flattening is energetically more expensive and thus appears rarely on

the investigated samples. The difference between expectation (fig. 2.5) and MD simulation

(fig. 2.10) is the result of short-range correlation in the polymer network. This correlation

is not encoded in the MD model and the simulation cannot fully replicate the experimental

results. Small pores (smaller than six-membered rings) appear in the presence of large pores

(larger than six-membered rings) to decrease mechanical stress and ensure a smooth shape of

the polymer. Therefore, the ring size distribution in P N0 is not random and follows recurrent

structural motifs that are accompanied with particular αβγ clusters. In order to minimize

internal stress inside the polymer certain αβγ triplet combinations are energetically more

favorable and decrease the stress in the overall polymer network.

Figure 2.10 (b) illustrates αβγ triplets in P N3. Although the ring size distribution, which is

shown in figure 2.9 (b) matches well between experiment and simulation, the agreement in

the distribution of αβγ triplets is less good for P N3. The experimental structure reveals a

much higher amount of 566 and 666 triplets than the corresponding simulation predicts. The

mismatch is also remarkable for the 567, 568 and 577 triplets that have a larger abundance in
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Chapter 2. Structural Short-Range Correlations in Organic Polymer Networks

the calculated histograms. Especially the large number of 666 clusters leads to the assumption

that the experimental network is closer to the hexagonal lattice, which represents the energetic

minimum. In consequence, the network recorded in STM is closer to the thermodynamic

equilibrium than the simulation.

A possible explanation are the simulation times that are too short for the system to evolve

towards the equilibrium. It was shown in the previous section that both investigated systems

are far away from the thermodynamic equilibrium (fig. 2.8). Although the potential energy

decreases constantly, the time scales are exponentially slow and the P N3 simulation requires

more time to form a larger number of hexagons within the structure. Simulations are expected

to run 4-6 orders of magnitude longer in order to reach the optimal hexagonal lattice, which

is presumably the ground state. The development of P N3 towards a high number of six-

membered rings can be observed in figure 2.10 (c) and (d): The relative number of hexagons

increases during time, while the number of smaller rings stays relatively constant or even

decreases. Such aging processes decrease the energy by restructuring the amorphous network

[110] and evolve it closer to a crystalline structure. Alongside the reordering of pores goes

the realignment of αβγ clusters (fig. 2.10 d) that evolve towards a distribution of low cluster

energy. Consequently, if the simulation time is increased, the P N3 simulation will rearrange

its structure and show more similarities to the experimental P N3 network. However, it is

very likely that the thermodynamic minimum will not be reached during the simulation,

even at very high simulation times. Additionally, it can be expected that the corresponding

experimental structure will continuously change the pore size configuration and evolve closer

to the hexagonal lattice. Like the simulation, such investigations require very long time scales,

which make experimental studies challenging.

It has to be mentioned that the P N3 calculation is significantly different for our applied

simulation times and reveals more similarities to the mean-field model provided by equation

2.1. Hardtree-Fock calculations show that certain αβγ clusters of P N3 require less energy

to be implemented in the network compared to P N0. Origin of this phenomenon is the

triazine component in the precursor molecules of P N3. It has less hydrogen atoms in its

structure than the precursor molecule of P N0, which has benzene as central component

(see fig. 2.1 a). Therefore the hydrogen/hydrogen interactions between cyclic neighboring

compounds are diminished in P N3 and mosaic ring size configurations are more likely to

form, since they are not limited by energetic barriers that hinder mosaicity in P N0 networks.

As a result planarity of the overall P N3 network can be enforced with less energy compared to

P N0. In consequence structural defects can be implemented in P N3 at lower energy costs

and will converge the αβγ cluster distribution closer to the expected distribution in figure

2.5. This shows that the correlations that have been observed in the P N0 network are not

present in P N3, due to different energies that are necessary to provide planarity of the overall

network, which makes the chemical composition and the design of precursor molecules a

critical factor for tuning spatial correlations in polymer networks.
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2.4 Conclusion

The ring size distribution of two different amorphous polymers P N0 and P N3 has been

investigated in this chapter. Therefore manual analysis of large-area STM images and MD

simulations have been used. The particular strength of this work is the combination of pore

size distribution analysis with the relative abundance of αβγ triplets that describe the local

environment of the amorphous glassy polymers. By changing the specific energy parameter

(bi j k ), we can propose design principles that specifically stiffen A-A-A or B-B-A interactions in

simulated building units and can account for different ring size distributions. The ring size

distribution of the P N0 network shows a good agreement between experiment and theory.

In addition, the distribution of αβγ clusters reveals overall similarities showing that the per-

formed simulations were able to mimic the experimental structures successfully. The results

show spatial correlations on short length scales in P N0, determined by energy penalties that

arise in random structures and follow a mean-field model. In order to guarantee a planar

network certain αβγ triplets are favored and require less energy to be implemented in the

structure of P N0.

The differences between P N0 and P N3 are nitrogen atoms within the triazine component

of the precursor molecules. Therefore P N3 does not show short-range correlations like P N0

and the formation of defects can occur at lower energy penalties. Nitrogen atoms substitute

C H within triazine and make the network of P N3 less susceptible to steric clashes caused

by hydrogen interactions. The result is a polymer network that shows a higher defect tolerance

and favors the formation of mosaic structures that tesselate in a random manner on the

surface. Moreover this facilitates aging processes of the P N3 polymer, which have to be

incorporated in future simulations of similar amorphous structures to avoid a remarkable

mismatch between experiment and theory.

Although the investigation of the two analyzed polymers was given in this chapter, further

studies are necessary to understand the growth kinetics of 2D amorphous polymers entirely.

Changing the precursor molecule that acts as repeat unit within such networks is a first step.

Implementing bulky functional groups can hinder the growth of certain ring sizes and provide

a specific selectivity within pore size distributions. Another aspect that is not considered in

this work is the influence of step edges. Metals that act as substrates for molecule deposition

are never atomically flat. The role of step edges need to be implemented in experiments and

in simulations. At last, it would be of particular interest to study the distribution of pore sizes

and αβγ triplets over long time scales. Storing prepared samples for extended amounts of

time may shift to a distribution that is dominated by hexagons and even crystalline subregion

may be observable.
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3 Enhancing HER through Molecular
Engineering1

After the introduction of the statistics in organic polymer networks on Au(111) in the previous

chapter, these devices are used for electrocatalysis and will be tested for their activity towards

the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). Hydrogen evolution is a half reaction (reduction) of

water splitting, which produces molecular hydrogen. This process converts electrical energy to

chemical energy, which is stored within the hydrogen gas and becomes accessible in fuel cells.

The advantage of such energy-dense fuels is their easy storage and transport capability. On the

route towards cheap and efficient electrocatalytic water splitting catalysts, the replacement of

platinum group metals as catalysts for the hydrogen evolution half-cell reaction is a primary

milestone [4]. Therefore, it is desirable to achieve a deeper understanding of the reaction

steps of HER on the nanoscale. The rate limiting step in alkaline media often seems to be

the splitting of the HO H bond during the Volmer step, which precedes in the adsorption of

hydrogen. One possible approach is to modify the electrode surface to stabilize water close to

the electrode surface by hydrogen bonding [111, 112].

Elaborating on this concept, the following chapter introduces molecular engineering to pattern

well-defined electrode surfaces. Gold electrodes are combined with organic polymer co-

catalysts, which are tunable in their chemical structure with the aim to increase the HER

activity at pH 13. The 2D porous single-layer polymer is structurally similar to organic sheets

within 2D covalent organic frameworks (COFs) that have been recently emerged as active

photocatalysts for hydrogen production [37, 113, 114]. The light can be efficiently absorbed

by the COFs, as a result of suitable band gaps. On single-crystal substrates similar single-layer

polymers can be fabricated that cover the entire electrode [49, 115, 116]. Such methods deliver

well defined chemical structures with hydrogen bonding sites. The combination of metal

substrate and organic polymer co-catalyst results in a hybrid electrode that improves the

binding strength of the reactants at the gold surface, which in consequence increases the HER

activity. The complete chapter is based on reference [3].

1This chapter and the presented results are based on ref. [3]
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3.1 Preparation of the Electrode Surfaces

Prior to the polymer synthesis, the Au(111) crystal was cleaned by several Ar+-sputtering and

annealing (825 K) cycles in an UHV preparation chamber with a base pressure< 5×10−10 mbar.

The porous 2D polymers were synthesized through sublimation of brominated precursor

molecules – 1,3,5-tris-(4-bromophenyl)-benzene (N0), 2,4,6-tris-(4-bromophenyl)-1,3,5-tria-

zine (N3), and 2,2’,2”-(benzene-1,3,5-triyl)-tris-(5-bromopyrimidine) (N6) – from a quartz

crucible. Polymerization of the precursor molecules follows an Ullmann-like coupling pathway

[88, 89, 90, 91, 92], which means the reactants debrominate and form covalent bonds between

the aryl-rings building up the polymers P N0, P N3, and P N6. Sublimation temperatures

were 475 K for N0 and 515 K for N3, and 515 K for N6, while the Au substrate was held at 565 K.

The resulting 2D network exhibits an amorphous network, which has been discussed in detail

in the previous chapter. The abbreviation N0, N3, and N6 represent the amount of nitrogen

atoms within the precursor molecules, while P N0, P N3, and P N6 indicate the polymer

structures. Figure 3.1 (a) shows schematically the polymerization reaction under the release

of bromine. P N0 is composed purely of carbon and hydrogen, while P N3 has additionally

nitrogen within the triazen rings that are located in the vertices of the network (fig 3.1 (a)

position X). P N6 has nitrogen heteroatoms in pyrimidine groups and has three times the

amount of nitrogen compared to P N3. The void pores reveal the underlying bare Au(111)

substrate leaving it accessible to the electrolyte. Figure 3.1 (b) shows a STM topograph of the

P N3 system and its typical amorphous porous structure. It includes an enlargement of a

hexagonal pore that is build up of six N3 precursor molecules.
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Figure 3.1 – Tuneable 2D polymer for electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution: (a) Schematic illustration of
the Ullman-like polymerization reaction of the precursor molecules N0 (X = C-H), N3 (X = N, Y = C-H)
and N6 (X = C-H, Y =N); (b) STM image (U = −1.2 V, I = 30 pA) of the P N3 polymer as an example of the
polymerized structure, including a single pore with a schematic overlay of the chemical structure.
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3.2 HER with Hybrid Electrodes

Before the hybrid electrodes are tested as electrocatalysts for hydrogen evolution, the surface

roughness is examined. A surface with a high roughness factor provides more active sites

and larger access to reactants during catalysis, which is embraced in the electrochemical

active surface area (ECSA). Determining the ECSA of the hybrid electrodes and blank Au(111)

shows, whether the organic polymer affects the surface roughness and changes the ECSA.

In the following, the protocol of reference [117] is used to calculate the ECSA of the hybrid

electrode with the P N3 co-catalyst. It is compared with the ECSA of a blank Au(111) electrode

to assure the flatness of hybrid electrodes and to exclude additional roughness caused by

organic co-catalysts.
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Figure 3.2 – Double-layer capacitance measurement of the P N3 hybrid electrode: (a) Voltammetry
in non-Faradaic region at different scan rates in 0.1 M NaOH: 0.005 (black), 0.01 (blue), 0.025 (light
blue), 0.05 (green), 0.1 (red), 0.2 (purple) and 0.4 V s-1 (yellow): (b) Anodic (purple) and cathodic (blue)
charging currents as function of the scan rate with the slope representing the double layer capacitance.

The ECSA was determined by the electrochemical double-layer capacitance, measured by

voltammetry in the non-Faradayic region [117, 118]. Figure 3.2 (a) shows the recorded cyclic

voltammograms with six different scan rates of the P N3 hybrid electrode. The maximum

potential range of 0.1 V vs. Ag/AgCl is centered around the open circuit potential. It is

assumed that the measured current originates exclusively from double layer charging and no

Faradaic contributions are existent in this region. This allows to formulate the linear relation

between the double layer charging current ic and the scan rate ν to determine the double layer

capacitance CDL according to equation 3.1 [117, 118, 119, 120]

ic = ν ·CDL. (3.1)

Applying this relation on the data points recorded in figure 3.2 (a), reveals the plot in figure 3.2

(b): The purple graph represents the anodic charging current as a function of the scan rate

that were obtained at −0.3 VAgCl and the data points of the blue graph were obtained at −0.4

VAgCl representing the cathodic charging current of the double layer. The slope of both graphs
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Figure 3.3 – Double layer current as a function of the scanrate with the capacitance as slope, allowing
to estimate a similar ECSA of blank gold (yellow) and the P N3 decorated gold surface (blue).

gives the double layer capacitance CDL, which is around 2.6 µF for the hybrid electrode with

the P N3 co-catalyst.

The double layer capacitance CDL of a blank Au(111) electrode was characterized analogously

and reaches a value of 2.9µF. The double layer capacitance of both electrodes are in the same

range of magnitude and have been previously reported for gold [121, 122]. Figure 3.3 shows the

double layer charging current of the P N3 hybrid catalyst (blue) and a blank Au(111) electrode

(yellow). The slope of both graphs is almost identical, which implies similar capacitance values

of both electrodes. This underlines the almost identical ECSA of Au(111) as well as the polymer

decorated electrode surfaces and an increasing roughness factor of the organic co-catalysts

can be neglected. The co-catalysts do not provide further access to reactants and the surface

of the hybrid electrodes can be treated like a blank Au(111) surface as atomically flat.

Since it has been shown that the organic co-catalysts do not affect the surface roughness of

Au(111), these devices are tested as electrocatalysts to improve their properties for the HER.

The three different polymer-decorated electrodes exhibit characteristic signals in the cyclic

voltammograms within a potential range from −0.70 to −0.95 VAg/AgCl and are illustrated in

figure 3.4 (a). These peaks appear in the anodic and the cathodic scan of each voltammogram.

The graph of P N0 is marked in green and appears at the highest overpotential of the investi-

gated co-catalysts. Following the x-axis in figure 3.4 (a) towards more negative overpotentials,

P N3 (blue) is the next signal that appears. The sequence in the cyclic voltammogram is

finished by the peaks of P N6 (purple) that are observed at more negative overpotentials

than P N0 and P N3. Such features are not present on a bare Au(111) electrode. It has to be

mentioned that the signal of P N6 is slightly stronger tilted compared to the signals of P N0

and P N3. The reason for this minor increased slope in the cyclic voltammogram of P N6 is

the IR-drop. While the current is passing through the electrolyte, the applied overpotential

decreases stronger for P N6, most likely of different mass transport conditions or a slightly

larger distance between the electrodes. However, the IR-drop is insignificant in this observed
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range and has no influence on the experiment and the upcoming discussion.
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Figure 3.4 – Cyclic voltammogramms for hybrid electrodes in 0.1 M Ar saturated NaOH solution prior to
hydrogen evolution: (a) Cyclic voltammograms at 0.05 V s−1 for P N0 (green), P N3 (blue) and P N6
(purple). (b) Scan-rate analysis of the EC signal, exemplary shown for P N3 (c) Current density vs. scan
rate plot showing a linear relationship, exhibiting a faradaic process of the adsorbed polymer.

Exemplarily, P N3 on Au(111) has been investigated at six different scan rates (fig. 3.4 b): The

peak current Ip and the capacitive current that is defined by the double layer increase with

larger scan rates. Figure 3.4 (c) reveals a linear relation between peak current and scan rate,

which suggests a redox process of the adsorbed polymer. The relation between scan rate and

adsorbed redox couples on surfaces has been introduced in chapter 1 and is characterized by

equation 1.8. It has to be mentioned that redox processes of ideal adsorbed species have no

potential shift. Oxidation and reduction occur at the exact same potential. We also want to

denote the possibility of bromine that is produced during polymerization. Bromine residues

that remain on the surface can show a similar behavior according to adsorption and desorption

[123]. However, this should occur at larger potentials and the peak height of the anodic

adsorption signal should correlate linearly with the square root of the scan rate [124], while

a linear scan rate dependence is observed in this work. These observations support the

hypothesis of a redox process of the adsorbed polymer and go along with an increased HER

activity.

The complete polarization curves are shown in figure 3.5 and exhibit different current densities

for the polymers as a result of different HER activities. Bare Au(111) shows a current density of

−0.16 mA cm−2 at a potential of −1.3 VAg/AgCl, while the presence of the P N3 increases this

value more than three-fold to −0.55 mA cm−2. P N0 and P N6 reach both a current density of

−0.27 mA cm−2, almost twice as large as Au(111). For comparison, the overpotentials vs. the

reversible hydrogen electrode at −0.20 mA cm−2 are −0.23 V (P N3), −0.29 V (P N0), −0.30 V

(P N6), and −0.35 V (gold).

In addition to the current density at a fixed overpotential, the onset potential can be used to

evaluate electrocatalytic reactions. It is determined as the potential at which the first current
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Figure 3.5 – HER on hybrid electrodes in Ar saturated 0.1 M NaOH solution at 0.05 V s-1: (a) Polarization
curves of P N0 (green), P N3 (blue) and P N6 (purple); (b) Insert shows that P N3 requires a lower
overpotential than Au(111), P N0 and P N6.

flow is detected that is assigned to the investigated reaction (faradaic current). Identifying

the exact point of the onset potential is not always straight forward and can imply certain

imprecision. Although the concept of the onset potential is usually used for the ORR [20, 125],

it emphasizes the different catalytic activities of the investigated co-catalysts. Figure 3.5 (b) is

an enlargement of the polarization curves presented in figure 3.5 (a) showing the linear scans

within a potential window from −1.0 to −1.25 VAg/AgCl. The onset potentials of Au(111), P N0

and P N6 have a similar value of −1.12 V and are indicated by a grey dashed line. The onset of

the P N3 co-catalyst exhibits a lower potential of −1.06 V (blue dashed line in figure 3.5 b),

which underlines the importance of the P N3 co-catalyst for hydrogen evolution.

To ensure that the polymer is present during catalysis and does not decompose prior or

during hydrogen evolution, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed before

and after catalysis of all three polymers. The following passage will present XPS data of

the three polymers with typical STM data. The electrochemical experiment involves three

polarization scans up to −1.2 VAg/AgCl for all investigated hybrid electrodes. Figure 3.6 shows

the characterization of the Au(111) electrode decorated with the P N0 network. The porous

structure of the network prior to hydrogen evolution is illustrated in figure 3.6 (a). The

corresponding discussion about the distribution of the pore size and ring size combinations

are presented in the previous chapter. The spectrum in figure 3.6 (c) shows the XPS analysis

of the C 1s core level prior to HER (orange spectrum), which is at 284.5 eV. Figure 3.6 (b)

illustrates the surface after hydrogen evolution with the attendant XPS spectrum in figure

3.6 (c) (blue graph). The XPS spectrum after HER remains unaltered and exhibits the C 1s

core level at 284 eV, which emphasizes the chemical integrity of the P N0 network under the
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Figure 3.6 – STM and XPS on electrode, covered with P N0 before and after HER: (a) STM image
recorded before HER (U = −1.0 V, I = 74 nA) and (b) after HER (U = −1.0 V, I = 81 nA) after 3 LSVs up to
−1.2 VAg/AgCl. Porous polymer structure remains observable after HER. (c) XPS spectra of the C 1s core
level before hydrogen evolution (orange) and after hydrogen evolution (blue). No major shifts can be
observed indicating the chemical integrity of the polymer.

applied electrochemical conditions. Although the polymer-decorated electrode surface was

always prepared precisely after HER and dried with argon air, residue remain on the surface,

such as molecules of the electrolyte or milliQ water from the cleaning process. They act as

impurities during STM and can interfere with the STM tip, resulting in the downgrade of the

image resolution like it is observable in figure 3.6 (b). However, the network of the P N0

co-catalyst can be identified. The only difference to figure 3.6 (a) is the filling of the pores,

which is presumably the mentioned residues of the electrolyte.

The P N3 network was investigated analogously. Figure 3.7 shows the corresponding charac-

terization of the P N3 co-catalyst by STM and XPS before and after hydrogen evolution. The

freshly prepared electrode is illustrated in figure 3.7 (a), showing the porous structure of the

P N3 organic network. Isolated pores can appear to be filled up by single precursor molecules

that did not polymerize during the coupling reaction. They remain as single monomers sur-

rounded by the polymer network. After using the device as hybrid electrode for hydrogen

evolution, the organic co-catalyst stays intact on the Au(111) surface, shown in figure 3.7 (b).

The network shows no differences from the freshly prepared morphology, besides from filled

pores, which are most likely residue from the electrolyte like in the P N0 network. The stability

for the experimental conditions is also reflected by XPS. We performed three different XPS data

sets of the C 1s signal shown in figure 3.7 (c) and the N 1s core levels shown in figure 3.7 (d).

The first XPS data set is illustrated by the orange spectra (fig. 3.7 c and d) and reflects the XPS

signals prior to HER of a freshly prepared electrode surface. The STM topograph in figure 3.7

(a) reflects a typical structure. The next step is the exposure to the electrolyte solution without

any potential applied, which is represented by the grey spectra, followed by XPS experiments

performed after HER (blue spectra) to discover effects of hydrogen evolution on the organic

co-catalyst (fig. 3.7 c and d). Figure 3.7 (c) shows the results on the C 1s core level: It has a

dominant signal around 284 eV that belongs to carbon atoms within the phenyl rings, while

the small signal around 286 eV originate from carbon atoms in the triazine ring. The shift to
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Figure 3.7 – Caracterization of the P N3 co-catalyst by STM and XPS before and after HER: (a) STM
topograph (U = −1.2 V, I = 23 nA) recorded before the HER experiment; (b) STM topograph (U = −1.2 V,
I = 19 nA) recorded after the HER experiment: Intact polymer proofs the stability of the P N3 co-
catalyst under the applied electrochemical conditions; (c) XPS spectra of the C 1s core level before
HER (orange), after 0.1 M NaOH electrolyte exposure (grey) and after hydrogen evolution (blue):
No significant changes are observable in the signal showing the chemical integrity for the applied
experimental conditions; (d) XPS spectra of the N 1s core level before HER (orange), after 0.1 M NaOH
electrolyte exposure (grey) and after hydrogen evolution (blue): Additional peak at 399.3 eV indicates
the interaction with water molecules, while the peak at 401,2 eV can be related with an interaction
with hydrogen, which only appears after electrochemical experiments.

higher binding energies is a result of the carbon nitrogen bond. The C 1s signal does not alter

during the entire electrochemical process (electrolyte exposure and HER), which reflects the

stability of the hybrid electrode for the applied electrochemical conditions.

Figure 3.7 (d) presents the results of the N 1s core level: The signal of a freshly prepared

P N3 co-catalyst is around 398 eV (3.7 d: orange spectrum). After electrolyte exposure, the

spectrum shows an additional peak at 399,3 eV (3.7 d: grey spectrum), which originates most

likely from interactions of nitrogen atoms inside the polymer network with reactants and

reaction intermediates during HER. Literature reports a similar behavior in carbon nitride
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Figure 3.8 – Caracterization of the P N6 co-catalyst by STM and XPS before and after HER: (a) STM
topograph (U = −1.1 V, I = 19 nA) recorded before the HER experiment; (b) STM topograph (U = −1.1 V,
I = 73 nA) recorded after the HER experiment: P N6 network is observed by STM after electrochemical
experiments; (c) XPS sepctra of the N 1s core level before (orange) and after HER (blue): Additional peak
at 399.3 eV after HER indicate a possible interaction of the nitrogen sites of the p N3 co-catalyst with
reactants and reaction intermediates; (d) XPS spectra of the C 1s core level before (orange) and after
HER (blue): Signal around 285 eV represents the organic network, while the additional peak around
291 eV after hydrogen evolution indicates degradation, like hydrolysis.

thin films: Interactions with polar molecules, such as water and hydroxides partially polarize

pyridinic nitrogen atoms and result in the delocalization of the lone pair electrons and shift

the N 1s signal to higher binding energies between 399 and 400 eV [84]. However, the chemical

structure differs from our organic network, an analogous mechanism is quite likely, since

water and hydroxide are the major components of the used electrolyte and water adsorption

is an intermediate step within hydrogen evolution in alkaline media (discussed in detail in

next section). Therefore, we connect the N 1s signal around 399 eV with adsorbed water or

hydroxide that are stabilized by hydrogen bonds. It has to be mentioned that interactions with

the metal substrate can appear and are not included in this discussion. The XPS experiment

after performing hydrogen evolution measurements reveals two additional peaks: It can be

expected that the signal around 399 eV has the same origin as the additional peak described

during electrolyte exposure and arises due to adsorption of reactants. However, the signal

around 401 eV is of different origin, presumably of the interaction with reaction intermediates,

like hydrogen. Literature reports analogous behavior of protonated amino groups [126] that

shift the N 1s core level from 399.3 eV to 401.2 eV. Bonding hydrogen to the polymer at the

nitrogen site changes the environment from pyridinic to quarternary, since nitrogen gains

an additional third ligand and a partial positive charge by loosing one valence electron to
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the hydrogen bond [84]. Furthermore, free-base porphyrins show also a different signal of

incorporated nitrogen atoms. The pyridinc nitrogen is observed at 398 eV and the pyrolic

nitrogen at 400.1 eV [127]. Such XPS studies show the variety of the N 1s core level, due to the

structural environment. For this work the difference within the N 1s signal in P N3 can be

referred to the interaction with reactants and reaction intermediates such as hydrogen and

aqueous components and point towards nitrogen as an important element in HER catalysis.

The characterization of the P N6 network is analogue to P N0 and P N3. The STM and XPS

data are shown in figure 3.8. The unaltered electrode surface with the amorphous structure is

illustrated in figure 3.8 (a) with the corresponding XPS spectra of the C 1s and N 1s in figure

3.8 (c) and (d) (orange graphs). The blue spectra in figure 3.8 (c) and (d) exhibit the XPS spectra

after hydrogen evolution: The N 1s signal shows the additional peak at 400 eV that can be

correlated to an interaction between nitrogen and reactants or reaction intermediates like

hydrogen [126], analogue to the P N3 system. However, the C 1s core level shows an additional

signal around 290.6 eV and may indicate degradation by hydrolysis of the polymer. Therefore,

the high-binding energy peak can be related to the presence of electron-withdrawing oxygen

in the polymer structure [128].

3.3 Long-term Stability of Hybrid Electrocatalysts

Some aspects concerning the stability have been shown in the previous section. The stability

during the experiment has always been tested by comparing STM and XPS data before and after

electrochemical experiments. The co-catalytic systems P N0 and P N3 were stable during

hydrogen evolution, while the P N6 system showed already some degradation phenomena.
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Figure 3.9 – Stability of the P N3 co-catalyst on Au(111) measured by 100 cycles in 0.1 M NaOH and
50 mV s−1 showing a decrease in electrochemical activity over time.
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Long-term studies are always necessary to verify the applicability of a catalyst. Therefore,

we tested an Au(111) electrode covered with the P N3 co-catalyst due to its stability. We

performed 100 linear sweeps from −0.6 to −1.3 VAg/AgCl (fig. 3.9) with a scan rate of 50 mV s-1.

While the electrochemical activity reaches −0.26 mA cm-2 during the 1st scan , it dropped

below −0.20 mA cm-2 for the 50th scan. For the 100th scan the activity reached −0.14 mA cm-2,

which is similar to the current density of a bare Au(111) electrode. This leads to the conclusion

that the organic co-catalyst decomposes completely during the 100 polarization scans under

the applied electrochemical conditions. The decomposition effects in the XPS spectra of figure

3.8 presented in the previous section are in agreement with this conclusion. Additionally,

hydrogen gas produced between the organic co-catalyst and the Au(111) electrode might

also have an influence on the detachment of the organic compound. Recent studies with

organic molecules on calcite showed several water layers between substrate and deposited

molecules [129]. Even though the deposition method differs from our work, similar effects

might appear in our systems during HER, when reactants or reaction intermediates undergo

the organic co-catalyst and result in the detachment of the polymer network, especially in

combination with gas production.

3.4 HER Mechanism on Hybrid Electrodes

To understand the observed trend in HER activity, theoretical support is required to deliver a

further understanding, how water is converted into hydrogen molecules. The following section

adds density functional theory (DFT) calculations to the study, which have been performed

by Juan Manuel Lombardi, Paula Abufager and Heriberto Fabio Busnengo of the Instituto de

Física Rosario and Universidad Nacional de Rosario, Argentina.

The experimental results show a trend in the HER activity, which is P N3 > P N6 ≈ P N0

> Au(111). The introduction to the Sabatier principle that depicts the catalytic activity as a

function of the binding energy was introduced in chapter 1. In the case of low binding energy

the residence time of reaction species is not long enough in order to provoke a sufficient

turnover into reaction products. On the other hand, if the binding energy is too strong, reac-

tion intermediates remain on the catalyst surface and block the active sites. Consequently,

the optimum catalyst requires an intermediate interaction with the reacting species for an

adequate turnover. Therefore, the different binding energies of reactants and reaction interme-

diates have been calculated by DFT to detect the favored locations of water and hydrogen on

the surface of the hybrid catalysts. DFT calculations identified the vertices of each polymer as

active site for water and hydrogen adsorption, since they are the regions that require the lowest

adsorption energy. Table 3.1 shows the calculated values for water and hydrogen adsorption

on each investigated electrode. It has to be mentioned that the hydrogen values in table 3.1

involve hydrogen adsorption after the abstraction from water molecules instead of single

hydrogen adsorption.

For a consistent comparison of the investigated electrodes, additional DFT calculations have
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Electrode H2O adsorption E
H2O
B [eV] H abstraction E H

B [eV]

Au(111) −0.31 0.20
P N0 −0.44 0.20
P N3 −0.38 -0.36
P N6 −0.77 -0.45

Table 3.1 – Binding energies for water and hydrogen.

been performed of a blank Au(111) substrate. Figure 3.10 (a) shows the calculated surface

of a pristine gold surface. The gold atoms exhibit the typical three fold symmetry of a (111)

face. Water adsorption on such Au(111) surfaces is illustrated in figure 3.10 (b): The preferred

adsorption configuration of water molecules is horizontally on top of a single gold atom

(E
H2O
B = −0.31 eV). After abstracting hydrogen from a water molecule (3.47 eV), hydrogen

adsorbs in the three fold hollow site between three gold atoms (fig. 3.10 c).

The following section presents DFT calculations of water adsorption and hydrogen abstraction

on each hybrid catalyst. For clarity, three different co-catalysts on Au(111) will be discussed

together for each single step during HER (water adsorption and hydrogen abstraction).

(a) (b) (c)

: H: Au : O

Figure 3.10 – Images calculated by DFT: (a) Pristine Au(111) surface, (b) favored adsorption site of water
on Au(111), (c) favored hydrogen adsorption site on Au(111).

3.4.1 Water Adsorption on Hybrid Catalysts

As mentioned before DFT identified the vertices of each polymer as active site for water

adsorption. They act as docking sites for water molecules and can be regarded as starting

point of the water transformation into hydrogen molecules. Figure 3.11 shows schemes of the

vertices with a water molecule of each organic co-catalyst. The corresponding DFT image is

added in the bottom of each figure. The corresponding values of the water binding energies

are listed in table 3.1 (E
H2O
B ) and exhibit P N6 as the most stable configuration (−0.77 eV).

Sightly higher binding energies are revealed for P N3 (−0.38 eV) and P N0 (−0.44 eV). A blank

Au(111) surface provides the least stable configuration for water adsorption (−0.31 eV).
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Figure 3.11 – Schematic illustration and DFT images showing the vertices as preferred water adsorption
sites of each organic co-catalysts: (a) P N0, (b) P N3, (c) P N6.

3.4.2 Hydrogen Abstraction of Water Molecules on Hybrid Catalysts

The next step is the abstraction of hydrogen from water molecules. Figure 3.12 shows schemat-

ically the adsorbed hydrogen at the active site of each co-catalyst: The P N0 co-catalyst is

illustrated in firgure 3.12 (a), P N3 in figure 3.12 (b) and figure 3.12 (c) shows the configuration

of hydrogen and P N6. The catalyst surfaces calculated by DFT can be found in the bottom of

each figure.

Table 3.1 (E H
B ) shows the corresponding binding energy values for subtracting hydrogen from

N

N

N

N

NN

N

N N

(a) P-N0 (b) P-N3 (c) P-N6

H H
H

: H: N : C

Figure 3.12 – Adsorption configuration of hydrogen and organic co-catalysts after hydrogen abstraction
from water: (a) P N0, (b) P N3 and (c) P N6.
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water and binding it to the hybrid catalyst surface. The combination of P N6 on gold is once

more the most stable configuration (2.82 eV) followed by P N3 (2.91 eV). Au(111) and P N0

have the same value of 3.47 eV, since there is no further stabilization of hydrogen by the P N0

co-catalyst and hydrogen is located in the three fold hollow site between three gold atoms

(fig. 3.12 a). The P N3 and P N6 co-catalysts have nitrogen heteroatoms implemented in

their structure, which interact with hydrogen and stabilize it on the electrode surface. The

DFT calculations support the XPS results that showed an interaction between nitrogen and

hydrogen during HER. Hydrogen is bound to the polymer, which results in an additional ligand

at the nitrogen site and shifts the N 1s core level to higher binding energies in the XPS spectra

(XPS in figure 3.7). This highlights the importance of nitrogen heteroatoms in the polymer

network of organic co-catalysts for supporting HER.

3.4.3 Correlation between Electrochemical Activity and Binding Energy

The adequate correlation between experiment and theory requires a comparison of the cat-

alytic activity with the energy difference of water adsorption and hydrogen abstraction because

the energy difference describes the required energy amount to separate hydrogen from wa-

ter. Table 3.2 shows the energy differences between water and hydrogen binding energy

(E H
B −E

H2O
B ) of the investigated electrodes. The energy values for E H

B and E
H2O
B are taken from

table 3.1.

Electrode HBEapp = E H
B −E

H2O
B [eV]

Au(111) 0.51
P N0 0.64
P N3 0.02
P N6 0.45

Table 3.2 – Investigated electrodes with the calculated apparent hydrogen binding energy.

The P N3 system requires only 0.02 eV to separate hydrogen from water, which is the lowest

energy amount of the investigated co-catalytic systems, followed by P N6 (0.45 eV) and

Au(111) (0.51 eV). The highest energy amount is needed within the P N0 co-catalyst, which

needs 0.64 eV to separate hydrogen from water. Figure 3.13 summarizes the results from table

3.1 and 3.2 and illustrates graphically the advantage of the hybrid electrode with the P N3

co-catalyst, since the energy of water adsorption and hydrogen abstraction are almost on the

same level. Considering the energy difference as a limiting factor within hydrogen evolution

allows a good explanation for the different catalytic activities that are observed in this study.

A similar approach has been taken by another group, who introduced the apparent hydrogen

binding energy HBEapp as descriptor for HOR and HER [72]. It combines the hydrogen binding

energy (E H
B ) and the water binding energy (E

H2O
B ): HBEapp=E H

B −E
H2O
B [72]. This approach turns

away from the conventional hydrogen binding energy (EB), since it is an intrinsic property

and does not implement external effects, like pH of aqueous electrolytes. Since 0.1 M NaOH
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Figure 3.13 – Schematic energy diagram of water and hydrogen adsorption for Au(111) and investigated
hybrid electrodes.

was used as electrolyte in this work, the electrode surface is always in contact with water and

adsorption/desorption of hydrogen is accompanied by the adsorption/desorption of water [72,

130]. Therefore, the apparent hydrogen binding energy HBEapp is more suitable as a descriptor,

because it includes pH dependencies in describing electrochemical activities with hydrogen

adsorption remaining a major reaction step in acid and alkaline electrolytes. Additionally, it

was shown that the adsorption of hydrogen is the critical step for all pH values [74]. Including

these recent developments, the measured catalytic activities can be visualized as a function of

the apparent hydrogen binding energy, which replaces the conventional hydrogen binding

energy as descriptor for HER.

The results can be summarized in a volcano plot, which is shown in figure 3.14: The overall

volcano plot in figure 3.14 (a) was introduced in chapter 1 to illustrate the relation between

catalytic activity and hydrogen binding energy. Figure 3.14 (b) shows the segment of a volcano

plot that is generated by the measured catalytic activities of the investigated electrodes in this

work with the apparent hydrogen binding energy as descriptor.

It has to be mentioned that the segment in figure 3.14 (b) does not represent a precise section

of the area marked in figure 3.14 (a), since the Gibbs free energy of hydrogen has been taken as

descriptor in figure 3.14 (a) instead of the apparent hydrogen binding energy HBEapp like we

used in our study (fig: 3.14 b). However, the connection in figure 3.14 illustrates how hydrogen

evolution with organic polymer co-catalysts can be integrated in established volcano plots.

The position of P N3 with its high activity can be connected to an optimal balance between

water and hydrogen binding energies that are similar to Pt(111). In comparison to the P N3

system, the P N6 co-catalyst binds water stronger than hydrogen and active sites are already

partially blocked, which diminishes the catalytic activity. Hydrogen adsorption on Au(111)

becomes endothermic when considering water adsorption, inducing a further increase of

HBEapp and a reduction of its expected catalytic activity with respect to P N3 and P N6. Thus,
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Figure 3.14 – Quasi-volcano plot of Au(111) and hybrid electrodes: (a) Overall volcano plot (modified
with permission from ref. [70]); (b) Volcano segment of the experimentally catalytic activities of
each investigated electrode as a function of its calculated apparent hydrogen binding energy HBEapp;
Additionally, the position of Pt(111) with the HBEapp descriptor is included.

the theoretical results are in line with the experimental trend of HER activities: P N3 > P N6 >

Au(111). However, there remain discrepancies concerning the P N0 electrode: The apparent

hydrogen binding energy does not apply for the measured activity of the P N0 hybrid system,

which is higher than the calculated activity of a bare Au(111) electrode. It has a similar activity

to the one obtained for the P N6 system. This result indicates that other reaction steps might

be rate limiting and further parameters are required for a full description of all the investigated

systems.

Such parameters might involve a particular binding geometry: Our calculations show a differ-

ent adsorption geometry of water for the investigated electrodes. On P N0 and P N3, water

molecules adsorb vertical to the surface with a hydrogen atom pointing downwards towards

the gold substrate (vertical configuration), which is in line with previous theoretical results

[131]. However, on P N6, water molecules adsorb parallel to the surface where hydrogen

atoms of water form hydrogen bonds with nitrogen within the organic co-catalyst (horizontal

configuration). Figure 3.15 shows the antibonding orbitals of water in the horizontal (fig.

3.15 a) and the vertical configuration (fig. 3.15 b) on gold. Only the vertical configuration

of water (fig. 3.15 b) shows an overlap of the antibonding orbitals with the gold electronic

states, which simplifies electron transfer into the antibonding 4 a1 and 2 b2 orbitals of water. In

consequence, the H O bond is destabilized and water dissociation with hydrogen generation

is increased. A similar overlap of antibonding states is absent during water adsorption on

Au(111) and on the P N6 hybrid electrode and electron transfer is not further enhanced.

The proposed configuration of water adsorption to facilitate the reductive charge transfer

has been observed in calculations for Au(111) and Pt(111) [132]. These studies show that

room temperature, water layers on gold become disordered, while on platinum it remains
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partially in the vertical configuration (similar to fig. 3.15 b). If this binding geometry affects

the catalytic activity of platinum, a similar mechanism can be anticipated for the P N0 and

P N3 co-catalysts, which would be a possible explanation why P N0 and P N6 have similar

catalytic activities.

(a) (b)

Figure 3.15 – Antibonding 4 a 1 and 2 b 2 orbitals of water adsorbed on Au(111): (a) Horizontal configura-
tion: Water molecule is adsorbed parallel to the gold surface and the antibonting states of water do not
interfere with the gold electronic states, (b) Vertical configuration: Water molecule is adsorbed vertical
to the gold surface, with one hydrogen atom pointing towards the surface, resulting in an overlap of the
antibonding states of water with the electronic states of the gold surface.

3.5 Quantifying the Catalytic Activity in Organic co-Catalysts

The support of DFT in the previous section allowed us to identify the active sites in the hybrid

electrodes. They are located in the vertices of the organic co-catalyst, which is valid for all the

three hybrid electrodes (fig. 3.11). This achievement allows to quantify the specific catalytic

activity by the turnover frequency (TOF), which is an established method to evaluate the

catalytic activity of different catalysts [117]. It calculates the amount of electrons or moles

that are transferred by a catalyst per time. A precise measurement of the TOF requires a

chronoamperometric analysis, which measures the current at a constant potential over a

defined time period. Ideally gas chromatography is added to measure the precise amount

of hydrogen that is produced during the reaction. Due to the limited stability of the organic

co-catalysts, the necessary time scales for chronoamperometry result in the degradation

of the organic component as it was shown in experiments on the long-term stability (fig.

3.9). Therefore we use a calculation of the TOF at a specific potential that expresses the

catalytic activity as the produced amount of hydrogen molecules per monomer and per

second according to equation 3.2

H2

[
s−1monomer−1]= I

2 ·e ·Nmonomer
. (3.2)

The measured current of the entire electrode surface I is divided by the elementary charge
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e and the total amount of monomers on the surface Nmonomer , which were estimated from

STM images. The factor 2 has to be implemented to account for two electrons that are needed

to form a hydrogen molecule. With this TOF calculation at specific potentials, we estimate

the catalytic turnover at −1.1 VAgCl, −1.2 VAgCl and −1.3 VAgCl. Calculations for a pure metallic

gold electrode are included with the assumption of the same amount of active sites on Au(111)

than on the hybrid electrodes. The calculated specific TOF values are summarized in table 3.3.

Electrode TOF-1.1 V [s-1] TOF-1.2 V [s-1] TOF-1.3 V [s-1]

Au(111) 1.60 3.90 9.54
P N0 2.10 6.31 15.94
P N3 2.36 10.78 32.33
P N6 1.65 5.17 16.10

Table 3.3 – Turnover frequency (TOF) of the investigated electrodes at given potentials.

The TOF values exhibit a similar turnover at −1.1 VAgCl between the investigated electrodes.

Au(111) and P N6 have similar values around 1.60 s-1. The highest turnover at −1.1 VAgCl has

the hybrid electrode with the P N3 co-catalyst (2.36 s-1), which is in line with the lower onset

potential discussed in a previous section. At −1.2 VAgCl the turnover of P N3 is almost twice as

high as the TOFs of P N0 and P N6, which have from their side a significant higher turnover

than a pure metal Au(111) electrode (P N0: 40 % higher and P N6: 25 % higher than gold).

The TOFs at −1.3 VAgCl exhibit a similar ratio as the values at -1.2 VAgCl: The P N3 co-catalyst

exhibits the highest turnover (32.33 s-1), which is twice as high as the values of P N0 (15.94 s-1)

and P N6 (16.10 s-1). The TOF of Au(111) reaches only 9.54 s-1, which is 40% less than the

TOFs of P N0 and P N6.

It has to be mentioned that the TOF values presented in table 3.3 do not represent an overall

specific activity of the catalyst. They are point recordings at a defined potential, which makes

the caparison with other catalysts outside this study quite challenging. Our approach of

characterizing the specific catalytic activity with the TOF at defined potentials has also been

used to describe the activity in Ni-Mo nano powders [133]. Since Ni-Mo powder catalysts

are purely metallic, the TOF values are normalized per surface atom [10, 133], since it can be

assumed that each atom at the surface acts as catalytic active site. If not every surface atom

equals an active site, TOF values can be normalized per electrochemical active site instead of

surface atom [119, 134, 135], which has also been done in this thesis, due to the additional use

of organic components as co-catalysts. Since there are many different definitions of the TOF

available in literature, one has to be careful when comparing TOF values of different studies,

since benchmarking tools are very limited within this scientific field. However, some groups

tried to approach this problem by introducing a method that combines the electrochemical

active surface area (ECSA) with the measured current to obtain a tool to compare electrochem-

ical activities of different studies [117, 136]. They are of particular interest when the catalytic

active centers are unknown and Nmonomer in equation 3.2 cannot be determined.

However in this study the combination of DFT and STM allowed to identify the catalytic
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active sites and estimate the amount of molecules on the surface, which made it possible to

determine the catalytic turnover by equation 3.2.

3.6 Hydrid Electrodes beyond HER

So far this chapter reported how Au(111) electrodes decorated with organic polymer co-

catalysts contribute to an increased activity of hydrogen evolution. However, there are many

energy conversion reactions, which require the aid of catalysts in order to be efficient, such as

the evolution/reduction of oxygen or the reduction of CO2. In the light of future experiments,

the hybrid electrodes were tested as catalysts for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). There-

fore, hybrid electrodes were prepared accordingly to the HER experiments described in this

chapter. In addition to the P N3 polymer that was used as co-catalyst, cobalt was evaporated

to the surface, since it is reported that cobalt has a higher catalytic activity than gold [137].

The experimental procedure was analogue to the HER experiments. The fabrication of the

catalyst was performed in an UHV chamber and catalyst characterization was performed in

three steps: 1) STM prior to ORR, 2) exposure of the catalyst surface to the electrolyte solution

(0.1 M NaOH) without any potential applied and 3) STM after ORR.
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Figure 3.16 – Cobalt supported oxygen reduction with P N3 hybrid electrode: (a) STM image (U = −1.1
V, I = 23 pA) of the electrode surface prior to ORR with evaporated Co clusters on top of the organic
co-catalyst; (b) STM image (U = −1.1 V, I = 45 pA) of the electrode surface after electrolyte exposure, with
clusters remaining on the surface; (c) ORR with Co supported hybrid electrode, revealing no significant
impact of the catalyst on the activity of ORR; STM image (U = −0.9 V, I = 67 pA) in the top shows the
P N3 co-catalystis stable during ORR, while the metal clusters were not observed.

Figure 3.16 (a) shows an overall STM image of the electrode surface before oxygen reduction:

The P N3 is deposited on top of Au(111). Additionally, cobalt is evaporated on the electrode

surface, which are the white clusters on the polymer network (marked by arrows) in figure

3.16 (a). The insert in the top shows a high resolution STM topograph and exhibits the

nucleation sites of cobalt, which are the ligands of the polymer network instead of areas at the

vertices or inside the pores. This observation is in line with previous studies that observed

cobalt nucleation sites on top of organic ligands with an underlying Ag(111) substrate [138].
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According to this study, the mobility of cobalt is highly sufficient, since cobalt forms large

islands on clean Ag(111) at similar deposition parameters. Although substrate and precise

chemistry of the organic network differs in this study, a similar mechanism can be expected

for cobalt evaporated on polymers with an underlying Au(111) crystal. Figure 3.16 (b) exhibits

the cobalt decorated hybrid electrode surface after the exposure to 0.1 M NaOH electrolyte

solution. The organic network is still observable and clusters can be identified. However, it

cannot be assured that such clusters are cobalt or residue from the electrolyte solution. Future

experiments need to involve XPS to identify the chemical composition of these clusters, e.g.

its oxidation number. XPS also will enable estimating exact amounts of cobalt on the surface.

In the following, the electrode decorated with the P N3 polymer and cobalt was tested as

electrocatalyst for oxygen reduction. The corresponding polarization curves were recorded

with 50 mV s−1 and are shown in figure 3.16 (c): Both curves reveal two small and broad peaks

around -0.3 and −1.1 VAgCl, which represents a 2+2e– electron reduction pathway. The first

peak at −0.3 VAgCl corresponds to the reduction of oxygen to H2O2 (HO –
2 in basic media) as an

intermediate product. The second peak at −1.1 VAgCl represents the reduction of H2O2 to the

final product H2O, which appears as OH– in alkaline media. The corresponding mechanism of

oxygen reduction in a 2+2e– pathway has been presented in section 1.1.4 (eqn: 1.15 and 1.16).

The combination of cobalt and organic co-catalyst on a gold electrode did not result in a

significant change in the ORR activity, since both polarization curves reveal the same trend

in figure 3.16 (c). The 2+2e– pathway, which can be observed for blank Au(111) appears also

with the metal-organic decorated electrode. It is very likely that the green curve in figure

3.16 (c) simply reflects the activity of the underlying Au(111) substrate and the combination of

cobalt and polymer does not contribute as a catalyst in ORR. The question why the organic

co-catalyst is not active in ORR, while catalyzing HER requires further investigations. It can

be speculated that the polarity of the reactant molecule plays an important role. HER in

alkaline media starts of water, which interacts with the free electron pair of nitrogen inside

the polymer. Since oxygen as the reactant in ORR has no dipol moment, no electrostatic

interaction can occur with the polymer and the docking sites of the organic co-catalyst are of

minor importance.

3.7 Conclusion

This chapter has shown the combination of STM and electrochemistry to fabricate and char-

acterize hybrid catalysts by depositing organic polymers on top of Au(111) electrodes. XPS

and DFT have been used to provide a deeper insight into the mechanism on the nanoscale.

The porous organic co-catalysts provide well defined docking sites for water and hydrogen

molecules during hydrogen evolution. Binding energy and residence time are increased at ni-

trogen atoms within the organic co-catalyst by hydrogen bonds, which increases the catalytic

activity for the P N3 hybrid electrode. Adding higher amounts of nitrogen in the co-catalytic

network decreases the catalytic activity, because binding energies are too strong and reaction

intermediates start to block the active sites of the catalyst (see P N6 hybrid electrode). For
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a complete understanding of the mechanism of hydrogen evolution, additional parameters

need to be taken into account, such as local binding geometries of reactants. Water molecules

tend to show a vertical adsorption configuration on P N0 and P N3 electrodes, which re-

sults in an overlap of the antibonding states of water with the electronic states of the Au(111)

substrate. Thereby electron transfer into the antibonding states of water is facilitated, which

simplifies breaking the H O bond.

The identification of the catalytic active sites of the hybrid electrodes allows to evaluate the spe-

cific catalytic activity as turnover frequency (TOF), which was determined for all investigated

electrode surfaces. Although, there are various definitions of the TOF in literature, the turnover

is calculated as produced hydrogen per monomer and second. In addition the electrochemical

active surface area (ECSA) was determined by double layer capacitance measurements within

the non-Faradaic region of the HER for Au(111) and the polymer decorated surface. The

capacitance values have no significant difference and therefore the organic co-catalysts do not

contribute in the roughness of the overall hybrid electrode surface. Consequently, the ECSA of

blank Au(111) electrode is comparable with the ECSA of polymer decorated hybrid electrodes.

The future of hybrid electrodes supported by organic co-catalysts was tested in preliminary

ORR experiments. In addition cobalt was added to the organic component of the electrode

surface. The nucleation site of cobalt clusters on the ligands of the organic co-catalylist was

identified and a 2+2e– pathway was observed during electrochemical experiments. The co-

catalytic components of organic polymer and metallic cobalt did not increase the ORR activity,

which is probably due to the missing dipole moment within the oxygen molecule. While an

electrostatic interaction occurs with water molecules in HER, oxygen can only interact by van

der Waals forces with the electrode surface.

The results of this chapter highlight the importance of organic/inorganic catalysts for elec-

trocatalysis. The binding energy between catalyst surface and reactant can be optimized

by implementing suitable reaction sites into precursor molecules that build up the organic

co-catalyst. They act as docking sites and change the residence time of electrochemical re-

actants and reaction intermediates and shift the position in the corresponding volcano plot.

The structure of the organic co-catalyst has to be adapted depending on the electrochemical

reaction and its reactants in order to achieve the best turnover. Additionally, it has to be fine

tuned for reaching sufficient catalytic activities. This approach requires a strong cooperation

of organic- and electrochemistry for fabricating the optimal co-catalyst for the studied reac-

tion. However, this will provide a new way of enhancing electrocatalytic reactions on earth

abundant transition metals catalysts, as it has been shown for the HER in this work.
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4 Performance of Phthalocyanines as
ORR-Catalysts

It has been successfully shown in chapter 3 how organic co-catalysts can improve the catalytic

activity of electrochemical reactions. It was also tried to improve the catalytic activity of the

oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) by the combination of a polymer network with metallic

cobalt, which ultimately did not improved the ORR activity. It has been previously reported

that the size from nano- to subnano size and even to single metal atoms leads to a tremendous

increase of the catalytic activity [22]. To make single metal atoms applicable for electrocatalysis,

organic molecules like porphyrins and phthalocyanines can be metalized [23] and deposited

on surfaces. Such an approach has already been performed for the ORR [20, 139, 140, 141, 142]

and metal centers in porphyrins or phthalocyanines can be used as single-atom catalysts.

In this chapter, fused cobalt phthalocyanines are used as catalysts to support the reduction of

oxygen, since such molecules reveal an optimal combination between activity and durability

during oxygen reduction [143]. The investigation focuses on the large conjugated π-system of

the fused phthalocyanines and how it affects the catalytic activity of oxygen reduction. The

study involves the investigation of cobalt phthalocyanines with a single macrocycle, which

are compared with the fused version. The synthesis of such fused molecules requires the

utilization of triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) protection groups in order to inhibit undesired reactions

during the synthesis. In consequence the organic macrocycle of the fused and single cobalt

phthalocyanines are equipped with TIPS ligands. Both molecules were deposited on a gold

electrode respectively and test as electrocatalysts for the ORR.

4.1 Preparation of the Electrode Surfaces

The utilized molecules that act as catalysts during this study are schematically illustrated

in figure 4.1: The fused cobalt phthalocyanine (Co2Pc2(TIPS)12) is schematically shown in

figure 4.1 (a). By fusing such phthalocyanine molecules, the amount of cobalt atoms per

molecule is doubled. The synthesis requires bulky triisopropylsilyl (TIPS) groups, which are

often used in organic chemistry to block reactive sites at molecules and inhibit inadvertent

reaction pathways. Figure 4.1 (b) shows a scheme of a single cobalt phthalocyanine molecule
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Figure 4.1 – Schematic overview of the used phtalocyanines with TIPS protection groups: (a) Fused
cobalt phthalocyanine; (b) Single cobalt-phthalocyanine.

(CoPc(TIPS)8), which has only one cobalt atom in its organic cycle. Like the fused molecule, the

macro cycle of the single cobalt phthalocyanine is equipped with bulky TIPS groups to ensure

an equivalent environment of the cobalt center on the electrode surface. Both molecules were

synthesized by the group of Prof. Mario Ruben (Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Chair of

Molecular Materials, Karlsruhe, Germany).

The TIPS groups that are attached to the phthalocyanines increase the size of both molecules

significantly (especially Co2Pc2(TIPS)12), which makes the deposition in UHV by molecular

beam epitaxy very challenging. Instead of an UHV preparation, molecule deposition has

been performed at ambient conditions: The used substrates for this study are crystalline gold

films on a glass substrate with an intermediate chromium layer in order to attach the gold

to glass. Such gold substrates are commercially available (arrandee GmbH & Co. KG). The

gold substrates were annealed with an Elmaflame 300 hydrogen soldering and welding unit

(Elma Schmidbauer GmbH) to produce well defined Au(111) terraces with several hundred

nanometers in size.

Molecule deposition has been performed by drop casting: The phthalocyanine molecules in

figure 4.1 were dissolved separately in benzene and deposited on the flame annealed Au(111)

substrate by a micropipette. The surface was rinsed with a pure benzene solution to remove

excess molecules until roughly a monolayer of molecules remained on the substrate.

An ambient Scanning Tunneling Microscope (Agilent Technologies) was used to image the

surface of the phthalocyanine covered surface and to characterize the electrode surface prior

to oxygen reduction.

4.2 Characterization by STM and XPS

The surface of a typical electrode covered with Co2Pc2(TIPS)12 molecules is visualized in figure

4.2 (a). The molecules cover the majority of the Au(111) surface, however areas can appear

that remain uncovered and where molecules have been removed during the washing process.

The enlargement in figure 4.2 (b) shows the Co2Pc2(TIPS)12 molecules in more detail. Besides
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Figure 4.2 – STM image of cobalt phthalocyanines molecules on Au(111): (a) Overview of a sub mono-
layer of Co2Pc2(TIPS)12 molecules (U = 0.4 V, I = 0.2 nA), with some areas revealing the Au(111) substrate;
(b) Enlargement of the Co2Pc2(TIPS)12 molecules (U = 0.4 V, I = 0.2 nA); (c) STM image of CoPc(TIPS)8
molecules (U = 0.4 V, I = 0.5 V); (d) Enlargement of CoPc(TIPS)8 molecules (U = 0.4 V, I = 0.5 V).

of a preferred arrangement due to the chemical structure, a dominant ordering mechanism

was not observed. Figure 4.2 (c) shows the surface of a gold electrode covered with the single

phthalocyanine molecules CoPc(TIPS)8. Like the fused molecules, CoPc(TIPS)8 do not follow

a particular assembly mechanism according to the recorded STM images (fig. 4.2 d).

In addition to the characterization by STM, the surface was investigated by XPS. The Co 2p3/2

core level of Co2Pc2(TIPS)12 is shown in figure 4.3. The spectrum reveals two peaks: A large

signal around 780 eV and a smaller signal around 784.5 eV. The spectrum obtained in this

work is similar to the Co 2p3/2 signal in cobalt oxide materials [144, 145] and cobalt porphyrins

on Au(111), which also show a dominant peak at 780 eV [146]. A different study on cobalt

phthalocyanines reports the Co 2p3/2 of a monolayer around 778.5 eV, which is slightly lower

than the binding energy that was detected in this study. However, fabricating multilayers of

cobalt phthalocyanines shifts the binding energy to higher values around 780 eV, which is in

the exact range that has been observed in this work [147]. Since STM of our fabricated samples

revealed sub monoloayers rather than multilayers (see fig. 4.2 a), the shift within the binding

energy has to be of different origin. Previous studies suggested already a strong interaction

between cobalt phthalocyanines and gold when the molecules are adsorbed on the surface

[148, 149]. The molecule-substrate interaction quenches the magnetic moment of the cobalt
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atoms completely, which is not observed in free cobalt phthalocyanine molecules. If gold and

cobalt phthalocyanines are in contact, the DOS will change and reveal a cobalt contribution in

the molecular orbitals, which can be explained by an interaction of Co 3d2
z and Au 6s orbitals

[150]. By creating multilayers, the majority of molecules does not have access to the surface

and such interactions do not occur, which results in the shift within the XPS spectra of the

Co 2p3/2 signal. The cobalt phthalocyanines that were investigated with XPS in this work are

equipped with bulky TIPS protection groups, that have a similar effect, since they move the

cobalt atom further away from the Au(111) surface and inhibit interactions that might affect

the Co 2p3/2 core levels.
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Figure 4.3 – XPS spectra of the Co 2p3/2 core levels in Co2Pc2(TIPS)12.

4.3 ORR with Hybrid Electrodes

After characterizing the hybrid electrodes with STM and XPS, they were tested as electro-

catalysts for oxygen reduction in 0.1 M NaOH and a scan rate of 50 mV s−1. The complete

polarization curve is exemplarily illustrated in figure 4.4 (a) for CoPc(TIPS)8 and reveals a

2+2e– pathway. One peak appears around −0.25 V, which can be related to the reduction of

oxygen to H2O2 (eqn. 1.15). The second peak is observed around −1.2 V and represents the

reaction from H2O2 to water (eqn. 1.16). In addition, the complete cyclic voltammogram is

added in figure 4.4 (b): Besides the reduction of the gold substrate around +0.05 V no reaction

peaks are present, which is a clear indication that both oxygen reduction peaks in figure 4.4 (a)

originate from the cobalt phthalocyanine molecules.

Figure 4.4 (c) shows the comparison between the different phthalocyanine catalyst at the first

reduction step when oxygen reacts to H2O2: The green curve represents the measurement of

an electrode covered with Co2Pc2(TIPS)12 molecules, while the blue curve corresponds to the

signal of gold with CoPc(TIPS)8 catalysts. Both hybrid electrodes catalyze the ORR at the same

overpotential, which is around −0.29 V. Consequently the extension of the π-network around
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Figure 4.4 – Oxygen reduction with cobalt phtalocyanine catalysts in O2 saturated 0.1 M NaOH solu-
tion with a 50 mV s−1 scan rate: (a) Polarization curve of CoPc(TIPS)8 on Au(111) revealing a 2+2e–

mechanism; (b) Cyclic voltammogram of Au(111) covered with CoPc(TIPS)8 in an Ar-saturated NaOH
electrolyte; (c) Comparison of the activity of different cobalt phthalocyanine catalysts; (d) Chemical
structure of cobalt phthalocyanine molecules without TIPS protection groups.

the cobalt centers inside the molecules has no effect on the catalytic activity of the ORR. How-

ever, the catalytic activity of ORR can be improved, if analogue phthalocyanines without TIPS

protection groups are used as catalysts. Figure 4.4 (d) shows the chemical structure of cobalt

phthalocyanine (CoPc) without TIPS ligands that has been tested additionally as electrocatayst

for oxygen reduction. The corresponding polarization sweep of an gold electrode covered with

CoPc catalysts is added as purple curve in figure 4.4 (c) and has the reduction peak around

−0.2 V.

Such electrodes require almost 0.1 V lower overpotentials in order to drive the reduction of

oxygen to H2O2. As it has been mentioned before, the interaction between cobalt and the

underlying gold substrate is suggested to be quite strong [148, 149, 150]. The TIPS protection

groups increase the distance between cobalt atoms and gold substrate, which is schematically

illustrated in figure 4.5 (a). By removing the TIPS groups from the molecules, the distance to

the gold substrate is drastically decreased and it is very likely that cobalt is in contact with the

underlying gold substrate. This hypothesis is also supported by the XPS measurement and by

previous XPS studies that observed a shift within XPS spectra, if the distance between cobalt

centers and gold substrate is increased by multilayers [147]. This scenario is schematically

drawn in figure 4.5 (b). It can be assumed that the distance between cobalt and gold substrate

correlates with the electron transfer rate. By increasing the distance through TIPS groups,

electron transfer is energetically less favorable, which ultimately lowers the catalytic activity.

Higher overpotentials are required to overcome the barrier between cobalt and gold in order

to enable oxygen reduction. By removing the TIPS groups from the molecular catalyst, cobalt

atoms within the organic macrocycle are adsorbed on the gold surface (fig. 4.5 b), which

facilitates electron transfer from gold towards the cobalt centers. Thereby the rate of electron

transfer is increased and oxygen reduction can be performed at a lower overpotential.
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Figure 4.5 – Schematic illustration of the influence of TIPS groups attached to cobalt phthalocyanine
catalysts: (a) Molecular catalysts equipped with TIPS ligand increase the distance of the cobalt atom
from the surface; (b) Molecular catalysts without TIPS groups - cobalt center is most likely in contact
with the underlying Au(111) substrate, which facilitates electron transfer through cobalt towards
oxygen.

4.4 Summary

In this chapter cobalt atoms in phthalocyanines have been deposited on Au(111) electrodes

and were used as single metal catalysts in order to improve the reduction of oxygen. Ambient

STM and XPS confirmed molecule deposition and were used to characterize the electrode sur-

faces. It has been shown that the delocalized π-system has no significant effect on the catalytic

activity, since the oxygen reduction to H2O2 catalyzed by Co2Pc2(TIPS)12 and CoPc(TIPS)8

respectively, occurs at the same overpotential. However, the required overpotential can be

decreased, if the distance between active sites (cobalt centers within phthalocyanines) and

the underlying substrate is reduced. This has been shown be using cobalt phthalocyanines

without any organic TIPS protection groups attached to the molecular catalyst. By doing so, it

is very likely that electron transfer between Au(111) and cobalt atoms is facilitated and a lower

overpotential is required in order to drive the ORR.

The results presented in this chapter deliver new engineering goals of molecular catalysts. A

large developed π-system plays a minor role and shows no significant effect on the catalytic

activity of oxygen reduction. It seems that minimizing the distance between organic compo-

nent and underlying substrate enhances electron transport, which ultimately results in higher

activities. However, such a mechanism is very likely and it would be ideal to complete this

hypothesis with theoretical calculations and prove its validity.
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5 Improving the Stability of Metal-
Organic Hybrid Catalysts

The results that have been presented in this thesis so far, showed how molecular catalyst

components influence the catalytic activity of different electrochemical reactions. The basic

design of hybrid electrodes involves always a metallic substrate, which is Au(111) in this thesis

and the deposition of molecular catalysts. They can be purely organic, like the polymers in

chapter 3 or can involve metal atoms in their structure like the cobalt phthalocyanines in

chapter 4. One of the key challenges by utilizing hybrid electrodes with molecular components

is the stability. The molecules were always stabilized by rather weak interactions like van

der Waals forces on the metal substrate and degradation phenomena were observed during

catalysis. It has been previously reported that molecular components get distorted during

catalytic reactions [20, 21] and long-term experiments performed in this thesis confirmed

that molecules decompose and are removed from the substrate during catalysis. A major goal

for future studies is to improve the stability of molecular components of the catalyst. One

possibility is to replace the interaction type between metal substrate and molecular co-catalyst

with a chemical covalent bond. This study is addressed by a joint project between the group of

Doris Grumelli (Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquímicas Teóricas y Aplicadas - INIFTA)

and our group at the Max Planck Institute for Solid State Research.

By using diazonium salts in a grafting process, metal or carbon electrodes can be fuctionalized

by covalently tethered aryl groups [151, 152]. Such a procedure allows to decorate Au(111)

electrodes with metalized porphyrins, which are bound in a perpendicular configuration on

the electrode surface, graphically illustrated in figure 5.1 (a). The aryl groups of the porphyrin

molecules are adapted by aryl diazonium salts in order to make them applicable for the

grafting procedure. In addition, electrode surfaces are prepared with analogue porphyrin

molecules in absence of covalent bonding between substrate and molecular catalyst. Due to

their planar structure, they cover the surface in a flat configuration, which is shown in figure

5.1 (b). Both electrodes are tested for their ability to catalyze the ORR in order to investigate

differences within the catalytic activity between perpendicular and flat configuration. Since

the work presented in this chapter is still an ongoing project, the results should be regarded as

preliminary rather than finally concluded.
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Figure 5.1 – Schematic configuration of the porhyrin molecules on the Au(111) surface: (a) Perpen-
dicular configuration fabricated by electrografting; (b) Flat configuration, fabricated by epitaxy in
UHV.

5.1 Fabrication of Hybrid Electrodes by Electrografting

The preparation of the perpendicular molecule configuration was carried out by Gerardo

Ocampo (Instituto de Investigaciones Fisicoquímicas Teóricas y Aplicadas - INIFTA). The used

molecules were 5,10,15,20-tetrakis-(4-diazophenyl)-porphyrin-rion(III) chloride (Fe-TDPP)

that are equipped with four diazonium groups (aryl−N +
2 ). Electrografting is an electrochem-

ical technique, which allows to bind organic molecules to a solid conducting surface [153].

The diazonium salts (Fe-TDPP) used in this project are reduced in a dediazonation reaction

and form aryl radicals. During this reactions molecular nitrogen is released and the aryl

radicals form a covalent bond with the underlying Au(111) electrode. It has to be mentioned

that the release of nitrogen is not the only reaction mechanism and some molecules can

be bound with the diazonium compound to the substrate [154, 155]. Molecular films were

grafted according to the procedure reported in reference [156] by using a potential window

between 0.5 and −0.35 VAg/AgCl with a scan rate of 0.1 V s−1. An electrolyte solution of ace-

tonitrile - ACN (N≡C−CH3) and dimethylformamide - DMF (H−CO−NH2) is used (ACN:DMF

= 4:1) containing 0.5 mM Fe-DTPP molecules. The corresponding reaction is schematically
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Figure 5.2 – Schematic illustration of the dediazonation reaction in order to form covalent bonds
between Fe-TDPP molecules and Au(111).
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illustrated in figure 5.2. Since the dediazonation reaction creates aryl radicals, which are

highly reactive chemical species, the reaction site for bond formations is rather imprecise.

The radical molecules can be attached to either the gold substrate or to other molecules,

which favors multilayer formation. In order to avoid the generation of multilayers, 5 mM

2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH) is added during the grafting process [157]. Such radical

scavengers inhibit undesired reaction products, such as the recombination of two aryl groups

and facilitate the fabrication of thin films on the Au(111) electrode.

The hybrid electrodes fabricated by dediazonation were analyzed by atomic force microscopy

(AFM) in order to determine the height of the molecular film. Figure 5.3 (a) shows a topo-

graphic image recorded by AFM. The central area was scratched by the AFM tip for profiling

and the corresponding line scan is shown in figure 5.3 (b). By using the DPPH agent, it was

possible to reduce the film thickness from 20 nm (without DPPH) down to 5 nm (with DPPH).

Including size and binding geometry of the Fe-TDPP molecules, it is much likely that three

molecular layers contribute to the 5 nm film thickness. However, it was possible to reach

significant thinner films by including the DPPH agent during the electrografting process. The

corresponding structure is illustrated in figure 5.3 (c). The aryl ligands of different molecules

react with each other and form covalent bonds, which results in a 3D network that contains

more than one layer. It has been reported that electrografting with nitrobenzenediazonium

anions results in molecular films that can contain up to four or five layers at low DPPH concen-

trations [157]. By increasing the concentration of the radical scavenger, the film thickness can

be lowered to a single monolayer. In order to reduce the film thickness below 5 nm, different

DPPH concentrations up to 10 mM have been tested, which delivered similar results of the
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Figure 5.3 – Characterization of hybrid electrodes fabricated by electrografting: (a) Topographic image
recorded by AFM with a central scratched area for profiling; (b) Line scan shows a film height of 5 nm,
most likely due to the formation of multilayers; (c) Schematic model of multilayers growing during
electrografting.
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film thickness. However, increasing the concentration of the radical scavenger further results

in the cleavage of the covalent bond between molecules and gold substrate and reveal large

areas of the underlying Au(111) electrode. In addition, it has to be mentioned that molecules

used in former studies contain only one diazonium ligand per molecule, while the amount of

diazonium groups is four times higher in the Fe-TDPP molecules used in this project. It can

be speculated that the high amount of diazonium ligands increases the reactivity significantly

and makes the fabrication of single monolayers very unlikely.

5.2 Fabrication of Electrode Surfaces in UHV

Preparing electrodes with the flat molecule configuration (fig: 5.1 b) were prepared in an

UHV chamber (base pressure: 8×10−10 mbar). The used substrate was a gold single crystal

with a (111) orientation. Prior to molecule deposition, the Au(111) crystal was cleaned by

repeated argon ion sputtering and annealing (825 K) cycles. The molecules that were used

are 5,10,15,20-tetra(4-phenyl)21H,23H-porphyrin iron(III)chloride (FeTPP) and are commer-

cially available (Sigma Aldrich). They were deposited by molecular beam epitaxy in an UHV

chamber with a sublimation temperature of 620 K. Figure 5.4 shows a typical STM image of

a gold electrode covered with self-assembled FeTPP molecules in the flat configuration as

it is schematically illustrated in figure 5.1 (b). Additionally the chemical structure and the

unit cell of the molecular monolayer is implemented. Like in case of the previously discussed

phthalocyanines, the embedded iron centers act as catalytic active center. In the following

section the decorated electrodes are tested for their ability to catalyze the ORR.

6 nm

N

N N

N

Fe

Figure 5.4 – STM image (U = −0.4 V, I = 66 pA) of an electrode surface covered with a monolayer of
FeTPP molecules , including the unit cell and a scheme of a single molecule.
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5.3 ORR with Hybrid Electrodes

Both electrodes presented in the previous sections are tested as electrocatalysts for oxygen

reduction. By using iron atoms in a porphyrin matrix, oxygen is reduced via the direct 4e–

pathway [158]. The linear scans in figure 5.5 show the reduction of oxygen to water according

to equation 1.14: The purple curve in figure 5.5 (a) corresponds to an electrode covered with

molecules in the orthogonal configuration (fig: 5.1 a), which are prepared by electrografting

and reveals the ORR peak at an overpotential around −0.56 VAg/AgCl. The green polarization

curve in figure 5.5 represents ORR catalyzed by an electrode prepared in UHV with molecules

adsorbed in the flat configuration, like it is shown in the STM image of figure 5.4. The corre-

sponting ORR peak occurs around −0.23 VAg/AgCl.

The polarization curves presented in figure 5.5 (a) and (b) are remarkably different and the

electrode fabricated by electrografting reveals a lower ORR activity. However a direct compari-

son at the current point has no value, since electrode fabrication by electrografting needs to

be further optimized. The AFM results point towards molecular trilayers deposited on Au(111)

rather than a monolayer. In addition it can be assumed that the electrode is not entirely

covered with molecules and that the DPPH agent removed parts of the molecular film and

certain areas of the underlying gold substrate is revealed during oxygen reduction.

At this point it can be speculated that grafted electrodes with perpendicular coordinated

molecules will reach lower activities compared to electrodes with the flat molecule configura-

tion prepared in UHV. Underlying reason are large distances between iron centers and gold

substrate, which lower the catalytic activity and shift oxygen reduction to higher overpotentials

(as it was explained in chapter 4). In the flat configuration, the iron centers are most likely in

contact with the underlying gold substrate, which facilitates electron transfer from the gold

substrate through the iron center towards oxygen molecules (similar mechanism according to

fig. 4.5). Additionally the iron atoms in grafted hybrid electrodes are entirely surrounded by
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Figure 5.5 – ORR on hydrid electrodes in 0.1 M NaOH solution (O2 saturated) at 50 mV s−1: (a) ORR with
electrografted electrode - perpendicular configuration of molecular components; (b) ORR with UHV
fabricated electrode - flat configuration of molecular components.
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organic material and have no direct access to reactants, which can affect the catalytic activity

of the reaction. However, it can be expected that the stability of such electrodes is significantly

increased by the covalent bond and the metal-organic film on the Au(111) electrode is stable

for several cycles. The trade-off between activity and stability has to be encountered in order

to fabricate new improved types of electrocatalysts. This compromise can be optimized by

maximizing the coverage during the electrografting procedure and fabricate hybrid catalysts

that are entirely covered by an organic film.

5.4 Future Perspective

It has been shown that preparing gold electrodes by electrografting results in the formation of

multilayers, most likely due to the large number of diazonium ligands present in the Fe-TDPP

molecules. In order to minimize the reactivity during the electrografting process, a different

precursor molecule will be tested, which has only one diazonium group implemented in its

organic structure. First experiments with such molecules resulted in the denaturation of the

precursor molecules during the grafting procedure, presumably induced by the iron center. In

order to minimize undesired interactions, an unmetallized porphyrin molecule with a single

diazoniunm ligand will be used. The corresponding chemical structure is shown on the right

side in figure 5.6. Once these molecules cover the Au(111) surface, they will be metallized in a

second reaction step. The entire fabrication procedure is graphically illustrated in figure 5.6: It

involves electrografting with an empty porphyrin molecule and metallation will be performed,

once the molecule is grafted onto the Au(111) substrate.
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+ Fe
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Figure 5.6 – Future plan for fabricating monolayers by electrografting: Metal free precursor molecules
with one diazonium ligand are grafted to the electrode surface and metallized in a second step, while
the molecules are attached to the substrate by covalent bonds.

5.5 Summary

This chapter addressed the stability of metal electrodes, which are decorated with metal-

organic components by strengthening the interaction between molecules and underlying

substrate. Electrografting allows to build covalent chemical bonds between the metal-organic

catalysts and the Au(111) substrate. Fabricating such electrodes was successful, however
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5.5. Summary

the fabrication of single monolayers remains challenging. By including a radical scavenger

during the grafting process, the thickness of the organic film was reduced from 20 nm down to

5 nm, which presumably corresponds to trilayers on the Au(111) surface. Since the increase

of the DPPH concentration delivered similar results, a different precursor molecule with a

single diazonium ligand will be tested. In order to avoid undesired interactions with the metal

center, an empty porphyrin will be grafted to the electrode surface and metallized in a second

step. In addition, electrodes have been fabricated in UHV with metallized FeTPP molecules,

which are deposited in a flat configuration, in order to investigate how the configuration of the

molecular components affects the catalytic activity of the ORR. The results so far point towards

lower activities of the electrodes fabricated by electrografting, however the final results remain

unanswered until a single monolayer is fabricated. The trade-off between activity and stability

can be optimized by maximizing the film coverage during the electrografting process. Once the

procedure is successful, we can introduce a powerful way of fabricating stable metal-organic

hybrid catalysts that can be adapted to different catalytic reactions by the metallation with

various transition metals.
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6 Conclusion

The scientific contribution of this thesis focuses on nanoscale engineering and design princi-

ples for fabricating novel electrode surfaces for electrocatalysis. The design of suitable catalyst

surfaces remains a challenging task even today. Although much is known about the detailed

mechanism of important technological reactions like HER or ORR on a catalyst surface, there

still remains much work to find all reaction steps as a function of catalyst, electrolyte, pH, etc.

Relevant reaction steps have to be investigated on the molecular level in order to fabricate

optimal catalyst surfaces for specific electrochemical reactions. This work sheds light on the

catalyst’s structure at the atomic level, without which such detailed studies of reaction steps

are not possible.

The material-by-design approach, which has been used throughout this thesis includes also

the characterization of novel catalyst surfaces. Statistical analysis and MD simulations were

used to characterize organic components that can be included in electrocatalysts. The analysis

is focused on ring size distribution and short range correlations that are described by neighbor-

ing ring size combinations. The nitrogen free polymer (P N0) reveals a good agreement of the

experimental ring size distribution and the corresponding MD simulation. Additionally, the

distribution of neighboring rings shows an overall resemblance and highlights the successful

mimicry of the P N0 polymer by the simulation. The structure reveals spatial correlations on

short length scales, due to energy penalties in certain neighboring ring size combinations in

order to guarantee a planar network. Similar short range correlations are absent in the system

that contains nitrogen hetero atom (P N3) and defects can be implemented at lower energy

penalties. The structural exchange of C H by nitrogen makes the network less susceptible for

steric conflicts, which arise by hydrogen interactions and provide a higher defect tolerance in

the network. The resulting polymer is more likely to form mosaic structures that tesselate in

a random order on the surface. A detailed comprehension of metal surfaces decorated with

organic components is crucial, if such devices are used as electrocatalysts. Since electrode

surfaces reveal often a complex structure in order to enhance catalytic reactions, the combina-

tion of MD simulations and experimental data provides a adequate method to characterize

spatial correlations and optimize the design of noval electrode surfaces for electrocatalysis.
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Chapter 6. Conclusion

Nanoscale engineering in UHV was used to fabricate specific electrodes with organic co-

catalysts in order to enhance the HER. Au(111) electrodes were decorated via polymer fabrica-

tion using three different types of organic components: Precursor molecules without nitrogen

P N0, with three nitrogen atoms P N3 and with six nitrogen atoms P N6. The character-

ization of the electrochemical active surface area (ECSA) of the hybrid electrodes showed

no significant incease of the surface roughness compared to the ECSA of a blank Au(111)

electrode and proved the flatness of the fabricated hybrid electrodes. The molecular networks

of the co-catalysts provide well defined docking sites for reactants and reaction intermediates

during hydrogen evolution. Nitogen atoms in co-catalysts increase the binding energy and

the residence time by forming hydrogen bonds. However, it was shown that the amount and

location of nitrogen atoms in the network is crucial. Two nitrogen atoms at active sites (P N6)

increase the binding energy above an optimal value and reaction intermediates block the

active sites of the catalyst. In addition, the local structural environment of the catalytic active

sites affects the binding geometry of reactants to the co-catalyst. Hybrid electrodes with P N0

and P N3 facilitate the cleavage of the H OH bond by overlapping the antibonding states of

water with the electronic states of the Au(111) substrate, which is absent in electrodes that are

combined with the P N6 co-catalyst. In addition, the fabricated hybrid electrodes were tested

as electrocatalysts for the ORR. The molecular network did not improve the ORR activity, likely

because oxygen has no dipole momentum like water molecules and stabilization by hydrogen

bridges does not occur. The enhancement of oxygen reduction requires different precursor

molecules for the fabrication of organic co-catalysts. The results highlight the importance of

metal electrodes combined with organic components for electrocatalysis. The binding energy

between reactants and electrode surface can be perfected by adding suitable sites into precur-

sor molecules that build up the organic co-catalyst. They act as docking sites and optimize the

residence time of reactants and intermediates on the electrode surface. The structure as well

as the chemistry of organic co-catalysts depends strongly on the electrochemical reaction and

has to be adapted in order to obtain the best turnover. These results provide a new method

of improving electrocatalytic reactions by combining earth abundant transition metals with

specific engineered organic co-catalysts.

In order to gain further insight into the requirements of organic catalyst components different

cobalt phthalocyanines on Au(111) were used as electrocatalysts for the ORR. The delocalized

π-system has no significant impact on the catalytic activity. Single cobalt phthalocyanine

molecules reach similar catalytic activities compared to fused phthalocyanines that are roughly

doubled in size. However, both molecues were equipped with TIPS protection groups, which

are used during organic synthesis in order to inhibit undesired side reactions. Such molecular

ligands reveal a 3D non-planar structure and slightly lift the catalytic active cobalt atoms from

the underlying Au(111) substrate. A corresponding phthalocyanine version without such TIPS

groups can catalyze the reduction of oxygen at slightly lower overpotentials, most likely since

the cobalt atoms are directly in contact with the gold electrode, which facilitates electron

transport from gold through cobalt towards oxygen. These results show that a minimized

distance between cobalt atoms and the electron donor is highly important, while the size of
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the organic π-system can be neglected. These two aspects should be considered, if future

catalysts with organic components are fabricated.

The final aspect in molecular engineering is the stability of organic catalyst components,

which usually limits the application of organic/inorganic catalysts on a larger time scale. In

order to address the problem of stability, hybrid electrodes are fabricated by electrografting,

an electrochemical porcedure that enables covalent bonding between molecules and metal

electrodes. For this purpose, iron porphyrin molecules with diazonium ligands are used.

During a dediazonation reaction, molecular nitrogen is released and aryl radicals are formed,

which create a covalent bond with atoms from a gold electrode. At the current point, the

film thickness could be reduced to 5 nm by the aid of a radical scavenger (DPPH), which

inhibits undesired reaction like the formation of aryl−aryl bonds that results in the formation

of multilayers. Including structure and binding geometry of the molecules that build up

the film on the electrode, 5 nm corresponds most likely to a molecular trilayer. In order to

fabricate hybrid electrodes with a monolayer, different precursor molecules with a single

diazonium ligand will be tested in future experiments. It can be assumed that lower amounts

of diazonium ligands decrease the reactivity of aryl−aryl bond formation significantly. Empty

porphyrin molecules will act as precursor molecules, in order to avoid interactions with

the metal center during the grafting process. Once the molecules are bound to the gold

electrode, metallation will be performed in a second step. The grafting of porphyrins results in

an orthogonal configuration of the molecular components with respect to Au(111) and the

iron centers of the porphyrins are seperated from the gold substrate. In addition electrodes

were fabricated in UHV and molecules are adsorbed in a flat geometry on the gold surface,

which results in a direct contact between iron atoms inside the porphyrins and the underlying

Au(111) substrate. The results so far point towards lower catalytic activities of the electrografted

hybrid electrodes, however a final conclusion has to be postponed until monolayers can be

fabricated. It has to be mentioned that higher concentrations of the radical scavenger, which

is used during electrografting, can cleave the bonds between gold electrode and molecular

components. Consequently, hybrid electrodes fabricated by electrografting will reveal blank

gold areas, which are not covered by molecules. This aspect will be addressed by a quartz

crystal micro balance in order to determine the amount of molecules that are deposited on the

gold electrode. Succeeding in this procedure will provide a powerful technique of fabricating

stable organic/inorganc electrodes for electrocatalysis. The empty porphyrin molecules can

be adapted to various electrochemical reactions by metallation with the required metal center.
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7 Outlook

The electrochemical reactions that were investigated throughout this thesis are the HER and

ORR, which have a key function for the technological water cycle. Another important reaction

in order to move towards environmental friendly energy is the reduction of CO2 and the

generation of carbon based fuels. Compared to fuels for the conventional water based fuel cell,

carbon-based fuels can appear as liquids at standard condition. This facilitates transportation

and is the reason why they are preferred over gaseous fuels, which require additional energy

for compression [159].

Since various products can appear during CO2 reduction [160], catalysts need to be selective

in order to generate the desired product, which is one of the major challenges in the investi-

gation of this reaction. Future studies should address this challenge by utilizing molecular

components and design principles that were introduced in this thesis to fabricate suitable

catalyst surfaces for CO2 reduction. Since it was shown that molecular components can be

specifically designed in order to increase the catalytic activity, similar results can be achieved

by synthesizing precursor molecules, which promote specific product formation during the

reduction of CO2.

Various metals have been tested as catalysts and were able to reduce CO2 to formate (HCOO–)

or CO. Catalysts with a high turnover towards formate are not capable to break the C−O bond

and are therefore poor catalysts for reducing CO2. The reaction to CO is preferred, since CO

can be further reduced and form various hydrocarbons that can be used as fuels. However, the

production of sufficient CO amounts is diminished by low binding energies between CO and

metal substrate, which results in the desorption of CO [161, 162]. Increasing the overpotential

was not able to solve the problem and revealed hydrogen as dominant product, since CO2

reduction competes with hydrogen evolution [161]. Whereas most catalysts have the final

reaction step in the production of CO, copper is able to reduce CO further and produces

various hydrocarbons, such as methane, methanol or ethylene [160, 163]. Combing copper

with materials that show a high current efficiency in the CO2 to CO reduction is a promising

approach in order to fabricate novel electrode surfaces that support the reduction of CO2

towards carbon based fuels.
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Figure 7.1 – Schematic reaction for fabricating 2D polymers from brominated cobalt porphyrins, which
can act as catalysts for CO2 reduction.

Studies that include molecular components in the reduction of CO2 revealed cobalt porphyrins

as active catalysts for CO2 to CO reduction [139, 164]. In the light of the results achieved in

this thesis, brominated cobalt porphyrins can be used in order to fabricate 2D metal organic

polymers on copper substrates (similar to chapter 3). The schematic reaction is illustrated in

figure 7.1. The cobalt centers within the polymer are capable to create high concentrations

of CO close to the copper electrode surface, while the cavities that expose the underlying

copper substrate act as active site for the reduction of CO to hydrocarbons. The advantage

of such electrode surfaces is their planarity, which enables the characterization by surface

techniques like STM and XPS. The electrode surface can be analyzed before and after CO2

reduction experiments and helps to identify the active sites of the fabricated electrode surface.

A different approach for designing electrode surfaces for CO2 reduction provides the elec-

trografting method, which was presented in chapter 5. Cobalt porphyrin molecules with a

single diazonium group can be attached to a copper surface. Full coverage monolayers are not

required for CO2 reduction and the revealed areas of the underlying metal substrate due to

the inclusion of a radical scavenger (DPPH) are beneficial. In analogy of the hybrid electrode

described above, the cobalt centers within the porphyrins are used to reduce CO2 to CO and

create concentrations of CO close to the elctrode surface. In a second step the underlying

copper substrate is capable to reduce CO further and produce different types of hydrocarbons.

The optimal mechanism is schematically shown in figure 7.2.

It has to be mentioned that the experimental set-up requires gas chromatography, in order to

investigate the different products of the CO2 reduction reaction. They can be extracted from

the electrochemical cell with a syringe and injected into the gas chromatograph. This proce-

dure requires an electrochemical cell with a very small volume, otherwise the concentration
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Figure 7.2 – Schematic illustration of CO2 reduction on electrografted hybrid electrodes: CO formation
at cobalt porphyrins ensures a high CO concentration at the surface, which can be further reduced to
hydrocarbons by the copper substrate.

of gas products might be too low for detection by the gas chromatograph. Moving entirely to

the investigation of electrode surfaces that act as electrocatalysts for CO2 reduction demands

modifications on the experimental set up. The electrochemical cell requires two compart-

ments, which separates working- and counter electrode by an anion exchange membrane

[160, 165]. This design avoids that hydrocarbons produced at the working electrode react at

the counter electrode and falsify the quantification of the products. Preliminary experiments

can be performed with a conventional electrochemical cell and a syringe (fig. 7.3 a), how-

ever future investigations should involve a flow cell system (fig. 7.3 b). In such set-ups, the

electrolyte solution flows continuously over the sample surface. The flow cell system can be

directly connected with the gas chromatograph and avoids sample losses during the extraction

and injection with the syringe.

Modifying the UHV-transfer system that has been used in this thesis with a gas chromatograph

and a flow cell system, enables various new sophisticated experiments that can deliver new

insight into electrochemical reactions on the molecular and the atomic scale.

working electrode

counter electrode

inlet

outlet

membrane

GC GC

(a) (b)

Figure 7.3 – Set up comparison of the electrochemical cell and the gas chromatograph (GC): (a) Con-
ventional cell, transfer to gas chromatograph by syringe; (b) Flow cell with direct connection to the gas
chromatograph.
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